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Abstract 
An important symmetry of string theory, T-duality relates string theory on 
different backgrounds and may be reaUzed as a transformation between two-
dimensional (T-models. A systematic method has been developed by Bouwknegt, 
Evslin and Mathai to analyze the global properties of T-duality in the presence 
of NS — NS 3-form //-flux. Cavalcanti and Gualtieri subsequently realized that 
generalized geometry provides a natural setting to study global T-duahty. 
In the case when two T-dual cr-models with target spaces are principal circle 
bundles over a common base manifold, Cavalcanti and Gualtieri showed that T-
duality can be viewed as an isomorphism between Courant algebroids. In this 
thesis, we generalize the result of Cavalcanti and Gualtieri to general principal 
torus bundles and show that a principal torus bundle E and its T-dual space E 
are related by T-duality as isomorphic Courant algebroids. 
Next, we generalize the above construction to Poisson-Lie T-duality, which 
is a non-Abelian T-duality proposed by Klimcik and Severa. For a Poisson-Lie 
group G and its dual group G, Poisson-Lie T-duality relates a pair of cr-models 
with targets being principal G and G-bundles E and E, respectively. We then 
show that Poisson-Lie T-duality can be viewed as an isomorphism relating E and 
E as isomorphic Courant algebroids. 
We also investigate the non-geometric flux compactifications proposed by 
Shelton, Taylor and Wecht. We show that the full gauge algebras arising from 
a Scherk-Schwarz compactification correspond to a Courant algebra, and the 
non-geometric fluxes proposed by Shelton, Taylor and Wecht correspond to the 
fluxes arising from the global T-duality formulated by Bouwknegt, Hannabuss 
and Mathai. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
String theory is without doubt the most active research area in Mathematical 
Physics at present. T-duahty originally arises as a symmetry which relates type 
IIA and type IIB string theories. Geometrically, T-duality arises from compact-
ifying a theory on a circle with radius E., and one can show that such a theory 
describes the same physics as a theory compactified on a circle with radius 1/R. 
While T-duality is a symmetry of String theory, it relates different String back-
grounds, i.e. classical solutions of the underlying low-energy effective theories. 
Thus it can be used, for example, to construct new solutions to Einstein's equa-
tions in General Relativity out of existing solutions. 
In particular, T-duality relates String Theory on different backgrounds and 
may be realized as a transformation between two-dimensional cr-models [29]. A 
two-dimensional cr-model describes the world-sheet theory of a string propagating 
on a target manifold E equipped with a Riemannian metric and a locally 
defined antisymmetric fi-field b j^, with string background defined by Eij = + 
kr 
Locally the duality rules for T-duality with an Abelian isometry were con-
structed by Buscher [13] in 1987, and are known as the Buscher rules. To 
obtain the Buscher rules, E is required to have an Abelian isometry group which 
leaves the a-model invariant. The dual model can then be obtained by gauging 
the isometry, with gauge fields being integrated out. Here, let us simply refer to 
this type of construction as Abelian T-duality. 
However, since the i?-field is often only locally defined, it is of great interest 
to obtain a global characterisation of T-duality in terms of some global objects. 
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One such object is the NS- NS background //-flux, which is locally given by the 
exterior derivative of the B-field. Through examples in literature, it is argued 
that T-duahty leads to a topology change of the underlying manifold [4, 34]. 
Many open questions regarding T-duality in the presence of background fluxes 
remain to be answered though. In order to understand the topology change under 
T-duality, we follow a systematic method that has been developed to study the 
global aspect of T-duality by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6, 7 . 
In this construction, one considers a target space E that is a principal torus 
bundle over a base manifold M. cr-models are characterised topologically by 
(M, F, H), where the //-flux on is a closed, integral, 3-form H on E and can 
be characterized by the four tuple (//(3),//(2),//(i),//(o)), where //(,) is a vector 
valued i-form on M. This method of characterising H G by forms on 
the base manifold is referred to as "dimensional reduction". F is the curvature 
2-form on M. In the case when E is a principal circle bundle, //(i) and //(o) 
vanish and the T-dual space turns out to be another principal circle bundle with 
corresponding dual //-flux. Extending to the general principal torus bundle case, 
in which case the //(ij and (or) //(o) components can be non-vanishing, one arrives 
at some interesting results involving topology change. As argued in [62], if one 
considers a principal T"-bundle with //(i) ^ 0 and //(o) = 0, then the T-dual 
bundle surprisingly has noucommutative tori as fibres. Furthermore, if //(o) 0 
then the T-dual bundle has non-associative tori as fibres. 
In order to analyse the above mentioned topology change in more detail, we 
study T-duality in the framework provided by generalized geometry. General-
ized geometry, first introduced by Hitchin [38] in 2002 and further developed by 
Gualtieri [32] and Cavalcanti [16], has emerged to provide a useful framework 
for studying string compactifications and T-duality. Generalized geometry is a 
geometry that doubles the original space, i.e. in generalized geometry, a vector 
space V is replaced hy V , here V* is its dual space. In particular the object 
that we are interested in is the direct sum of the tangent and cotangent bundles 
TE^T*E. As first studied by Cavalcanti [16] and Gualtieri [33], considering 
the case when /? is a principal 5'-bundle, there is a natural inner product and 
an antisymmetric bracket structure called the Courant bracket satisfying certain 
properties on (TE ® T*E)si - the invariant sections of TE ®T*E ~ and making 
[TE © T*E)si into a Courant algebroid. They also showed that invariant struc-
tures on [TE © T*E)si can be transported to an invariant structure on its dual 
space {TE © T*E)gi, where E is the dual principal 5^-bundle. 
Thus, T-duality can be viewed as isomorphism between a pair of Courant 
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algebroids: 
TM 
We then extend Cavalcanti and Gualtieri's result of principal circle bundles to 
the general case - principal torus bundles - and generalize the Courant bracket 
on the invariant sections of TE © T*£', where E is a principal torus bundle and 
E is its dual space. 
It it not apparent that the generalized Courant bracket in this case together 
with the non-degenerate bilinear form makes the space of invariant sections of 
T E ® T * E a Courant algebroid. But once we redefine the generalized Courant 
bracket in terms of the bracket on an object called proto-bialgebroid [55, 66], 
then the space of invariant sections of TE ®T*E is recognized as the double of 
a proto-bialgebroid, as a result {TE © T*E)iny can be interpreted as a Courant 
algebroid. 
Any invariant structure on TE ® T*E can be transported to an invariant 
structure on T* E®TE, even when E and E has different topology. Therefore we 
use the setting of T-duality as an isomorphism between Courant algebroids and 
show that the topology change for principal torus bundles with nonvanishing H i^) 
and //(o) agrees with the result previously obtained by Bouwknegt, Hannabuss 
and Mathai [8,9 . 
Since the Abelian T-duality described by the Buscher rules is so simple and 
beautifully symmetric, a naive question to ask is whether the Buscher rules can 
be extended to the case when the isometry is non-Abelian. With such a gener-
alization, T-duality can then be further applied to u-models with non-Abelian 
isometry groups. 
A first attempt to construct T-duality with non-Abelian isometry was formu-
lated by de la Ossa and Quevedo [20] in 1993. Inspired by Buscher's technique, 
they applied a T-duality transformation following Buscher's procedure using non-
Abelian isometry groups. However it was soon realized by de la Ossa, Quevedo 
and other authors [4, 20, 27] that non-Abelian T-duality in this formalism suf-
fered certain drawbacks, the most noticeable being that this technique is not 
symmetric, i.e. one can not in general recover the original theory by repeating 
the T-duality procedure. 
In another attempt to construct non-Abelian T-duality, Klimci'k and Severa 
49] abandoned the requirement of isometry as dualizability and proposed a gen-
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eralization of T-duality in 1995, which has come to be known as Poisson-Lie T-
duality. In this formahsm of non-Abehan T-duahty, instead of the requirement 
of an isometry, the crucial concept of Drinfel'd double are required to construct 
a pair of dual cr-models. 
Since in the Abelian case, we have set up a framework to study T-dual spaces 
as isomorphic Courant algebroids, we are then attempted to set up a similar 
framework for Poisson-Lie T-duality. For a pair of Poisson-Lie groups G and G, 
Poisson-Lie T-duahty relates a pair of dual a-models on targets E and E being 
principal G and G-bundles. Thus generalizing the Abelian case, TE ®T*E and 
TE®T*E can be viewed as isomorphic Courant algebroids related by Poisson-Lie 
T-duality. 
We also investigate the non-geometric flux compactification proposed by Shel-
ton, Taylor and Wecht [74]. In this formalism, they showed that performing T-
duahty on //-flux in one direction yields a twisted torus compactification, which 
is characterised by a "geometric fluxes' /^j,''. While performing another T-duality 
on a twisted torus in one direction yields a globally non-geometric space charac-
terized by a 'non-geometric flux' g"''^ . They further proposed that if one performs 
T-duahty once more in one direction, one obtains a non-geometric string back-
ground characterized by a non-geometric flux r"'"'. To be more precise, these 
fluxes arise as the charges of algebras of the full T-duality invariant gauge al-
gebra from a Scherk-Schwarz compactification on the string background E. We 
show that the full gauge algebra arising from a Scherk-Schwarz compactification 
correspond to the Courant bracket on the invariant sections of the generahzed 
tangent space TE © T*E, and the charges and correspond to the 
fluxes F(2), F(i) and F(o) which are the T-dual of //(2), //(i) and //(q). 
1.2 Outline 
This thesis is organized as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we first review some basic concepts of Poisson geometry includ-
ing the concepts of Poisson-Lie groups and Drinfel'd doubles, which is crucial 
to the study of Poisson-Lie T-duahty. Then we introduce some algebraic ob-
jects such as Lie algebroids, Lie bialgebroids, Proto-bialgebroids and Courant 
algebroids, which will be needed later. 
In chapter 3 we review the basic construction of Abelian T-duality, i.e. the 
Buscher rules. Followed by a review of a non-Abelian version of T-duality, the 
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Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
Chapter 4 reviews the basic ingredients of generahzed geometry, in particular 
we focus on the generahzed tangent space - the direct sum of the tangent and 
cotangent bundle T E ® T * E - with an interpretation of a Courant algebroid. 
Then in Chapter 5, we move on to setting up a framework to study T-duality 
using the framework of generalized geometry. We start by reviewing the global 
T-duality followed by a generalization of such setting using the framework of gen-
eralized geometry. At the end of this chapter we analyse the generalize Courant 
bracket in the principal torus bundle case and show that this bracket can be 
rewritten as the derived bracket of a proto-bialgebroid, thus the generalized tan-
gent spaces of a principal torus bundle and its dual space are simply the double 
of a proto-bialgebroid, or as one expect, a Courant algebroid. This chapter is a 
joint work with Bouwknegt and Garretson. 
In Chapter 6, we consider the non-Abelian version of T-duality - Poisson-Lie 
T-duality - in the framework of generahzed geometry. We begin by introducing 
the Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson structure on a Poisson-Lie group G. We 
then generalize the (Abelian) T-duality and establish an isomorphism of Courant 
algebroids related by Poisson-Lie T-duality. This chapter is a joint work with 
Bouwknegt. 
The goal of Chapter 7 is to investigate the non-geometric flux compactification 
and relate the non-geometric fluxes with the fluxes which appear in the global 
T-duality using the language of Courant algebroid. This chapter is a joint work 
with Bouwknegt and Garretson. 
Introduction 
Chapter 2 
Poisson geometry and Lie 
algebroid theory 
2.1 Introduction and outline 
As stated by Mackenzie [61], Poisson geometry has been developed over the years 
from three principal sources. 
Firstly, Poisson geometry provides a more natural and convenient framework 
to study symplectic geometry. There is a canonical Poisson structure associated 
with any symplectic manifold (M, u) such that the Poisson bracket makes C°°{M) 
into a real Lie algebra. Symplectic structures naturally give rise to non-degenerate 
Poisson structures, and conversely the symplectic structure can be recovered from 
the Poisson bracket. 
Secondly, Poisson geometry can be viewed as a semi-classical limit of mod-
ern quantum geometry. In particular, a class of interesting Poisson manifolds 
introduced by Drinfel'd called Poisson-Lie groups has emerged from the study of 
Quantum Groups. On the other hand, the discovery of Poison-Lie groups pro-
vides a large class of degenerate Poisson structures which makes the theory of 
Poisson geometry more interesting. Finally, Poisson geometry embodies a theory 
dual to Lie algebra theory, and more generally, to Lie algebroid theory. In this 
chapter we shall concentrate more on this observation, in particular the relation 
between Poisson geometry and Lie algebroid theory. 
The third source arises from the fact that poisson brackets on a manifold M 
give a Lie algebra structure on the real vector space of smooth functions on M. 
In the case where M is symplectic, the condition that the symplectic two-form 
be closed is precisely what is needed for the Poisson bracket to satisfy the Jacobi 
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identity. These structures are the famous Poisson-Lie structures. Poisson-Lie 
structures can be considered as canonical Poisson structures hving on the dual 
space g* of a Lie algebra g. Thus one can view these manifolds with Poisson-
Lie structures as being dual to Lie algebras, and instead of the Lie algebras one 
can work entirely with these Poisson-Lie structures. One can also interpret the 
symplectic leaves of the Poisson-Lie structures as its coadjoint orbits, and the 
symplectic forms on the orbits in such a case was obtained by Kirillov [46]. 
The importance of Lie algebroid theory in Poisson geometry is based on the 
following observation. As an observation made by various authors (eg. [37]), it is 
well-known that the Poisson bracket of one-forms on a Poisson manifold (M, TT) 
makes the cotangent bundle T*M a Lie algebroid. The cotangent bundle T*M 
as a Lie algebroid, called the cotangent Lie algebroid of M, is both a tool in 
understanding the Poisson geometry and an important source of examples of Lie 
algebroids. 
Furthermore, the cotangent Lie algebroid together with the tangent bundle 
of a Poisson manifold (M, 11) turns out to be a Lie bialgebroid (TM, T*M), with 
its double T M ® T * M being a Courant algebroid. This observation provides an 
important link between Poisson geometry and Courant algebroid theory. 
This chapter is organized as follows. 
Section 2.2 reviews the basic concept of Poisson geometry, starting with ba-
sic definitions of a Poisson manifold. Then a special class of Poisson manifolds 
called Poisson-Lie groups and their infinitesimal analogues, Lie bialgebras are in-
troduced in Section 2.2.2. Lie bialgebras can be constructed out of its double, the 
Manin triples, which is reviewed in section 2.2.3. The concept of a Manin triple 
is important in the construction of Poisson-Lie T-duality which will be discussed 
in Chapter 3. In section 2.3, objects called Lie algebroids. Lie bialgebroids and 
Courant algebroids are introduced. Section 2.3.4 gives an alternative definition 
of Lie bialgebroid in terms of derived bracket due to Kosmann-Schwarzbach [56 
and Roytenberg [67]. At the end of this section, the concept of an object called 
proto-bialgebroid is introduced. Since the double of a proto-bialgebroid gives rise 
to a Courant algebroid, it provides interesting examples to construct Courant 
algebroids which will play an important role in Chapter 5. 
2.2 Poisson geometry 
2.2 Poisson geometry 
A Poisson manifold is a smooth manifold with a Poisson bracket defined on its 
function space. The classical Poisson bracket was first introduced by Poisson in 
the early 19th century in his study of the equations of motion in celestial me-
chanics. In 1835, Hamilton [35] revolutionized mechanics and reformulated the 
equation of motion using the Poisson brackets. Since then, Poisson brackets, or 
more precisely non-degenerate Poisson brackets coming from a canonical sym-
plectic structure on a vector space, have attracted interests in Physics and have 
been exploited since the 19th century. 
Later in 1980, Lie [58] examined some degenerate Poisson brackets and they 
turned out to be the famous Poisson-Lie structure on Poisson-Lie groups. 
In the last few decades, the theory of Poisson geometry has undertaken 
tremendous developments due to its close connection with many fields in math-
ematics. Many independent researchers came across to the notion of "general 
Poisson manifolds". Among them, Kirillov [45] developed the notion of local Lie 
algebras which encompasses that of Poisson structure, while Lichnerowicz [57 
introduced a precise definition of a Poisson manifold. A substantial contribution 
to establish local structure of a general Poisson manifold was made by Weinstein 
[80] in 1980. 
In the last 15 years, a large class of interesting Poisson manifolds have emerged 
from the study of Quantum Group theory, these are Poisson-Lie groups. The 
notion of Poisson-Lie groups was first introduced by Drinfel'd in the early 1980s 
and studied by Semenov-Tian-Shansky, Kosmann-Schwarzbach, Weinstein, Lu 
and many others [14, 23, 70, 80]. The study of Poisson-Lie groups provides a 
large class of interesting nonlinear and degenerate Poisson brackets. 
In this section we review the basic concepts of Poisson manifolds, Poisson-Lie 
groups, their infinitesimal analogues, the Lie bialgebras, and Manin triples which 
provide a rich source of examples for Lie bialgebras. 
2.2.1 Poisson manifolds 
Poisson structures 
Definition 2.1. A Poisson structure on a smooth manifold M is an R-bihnear 
Lie bracket {•. •} on C°°{M) called the Poisson bracket, which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
1. Antisymmetry, {f,g) = -{gj], 
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2. Jacobi-identity, { / , {g, { / i } } + cyclic = 0, 
3. Leibnitz identity, {f.,gh} = {f,g}h + g{f,h}, where f,g,he C°° (M) . 
Remark 2.2. 1. The skew-symmetry property together with the Jacobi-identity 
imphes that the Poison bracket { , } is a Lie bracket on C°°{M). 
2. The Leibnitz identity implies that the Poisson bracket can be considered as 
a derivation in each variable for the associative multiplication on C°°{M). 
A vector field X f can be defined on M by 
and is called a Hamiltonian vector field. 
3. The Jacobi-identity implies that the map f ^ X f is & homomorphism from 
the Lie algebra C°°{M) of smooth functions under the Poisson bracket to 
the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields under the Lie bracket, i.e. 
One can define a bivector on M known as the Poisson bivector as follows. 
Definition 2.3. The Poisson bivector is a map 11 : T * M © T * M M x R 
corresponding to a 2-vector field U : A^T*M —> R defined by 
U{fdgJ'dg') = ff'{g,g'}. 
Definition 2.4. The map 11 induces the sharp map TT" : T * M T M on [ M , 11) 
defined by 
( 7 r « ( a ) ) ( / ) = z , n ( / ) , a G T ^ M . 
The sharp map TT" is a well-defined bundle map on T*M, with the following 
properties: 
(1) TT" is a bundle map on M , it induces a map on sections of T * M via 
7r« ; r(r*M) ^ r (TM), (2.2.1) 
(2) On exact one-forms one has 7r'^{df) = Xf. The Poisson two-tensor 11 can 
be written in term of vr" as 
U{df,dg) = {n\df),dg) = {f^g} = {Xfjg). 
2.2 Poisson geometry 11 
Definition 2.5. The Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [,]SN • R{APTM)XR{/\'^TM) -
is the natural extension of Lie bracket to multi-vector fields. It is 
defined explicitly as 
= - + A y ) , 
(2.2.2) 
for all X e r{APTM), Y e r ( A ' r M ) and a; G 
Here is a sufficient condition for a skew-symmetric two-vector field to define 
a Poisson structure: 
Proposition 2.6. The Poisson two-tensor is required to satisfy 
[n,n]sN = o, (2.2.3) 
here [ . ]sjv the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on multi-vector fields defined by 
(2.2.2). 
Proof. Let u e fi^(M). While [n,n]sjv e r{A^TM), (2.2.2) gives rise to 
(u;, [n, U]SN) = - { d M , n ) - {ditntv), H) + {dco, H A R). (2.2.4) 
Let u = df Adg A dh and {f,g} = {df A dg, H). Since d{df A dg A dh) = 0, the 
above equation reduces to 
(cu, [n, n]siv) = '2{dinuJ,U) 
= -2{din{df Adg Adh),U) 
= -2{d{{g, h}df - {/, h}dg + {/, g}dh), H) 
= -2{d{g., h}Adf- d{f. h}Adg + d{f, g) A dh. R) 
= -2{{{g,h}.f}-{{f,h},g} + {{f,g},h}) = 0. (2.2.5) 
Therefore if n is a Poisson structure then [n, U]SN = 0. • 
Note 1. Hence forth by abuse of notation, we will refer the Poisson bivector H 
as the Poisson structure. 
Finally, let us define a particular set of functions on M. 
Definition 2.7. A function / e is called a Casimir function if { / , g} = 
0 for all g e C°°{M). 
Here are some examples of Poisson structures on a manifold M. 
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Example 2.8. Every manifold admits the trivial Poisson structure {f,g} — 0, 
in sucli a case the bundle map •n'^  = 0. 
Example 2.9. At the opposite extreme to the trivial Poisson structure, (M, w) 
is a symplectic manifold if it is equipped with a non-degenerate closed 2-form 
ui. 
A Hamiltonian vector field Xf can be defined by uj{Xf, •) = {—df, •), i.e. iXf^ J^ = 
~df. An antisymmetric bracket on C°°{M) is defined by { f , g } '•= u){Xf,Xg) = 
-cu{X,,Xf) = - { g J } . 
Then one can check that the bracket { , } satisfies the following properties and 
is a Poisson bracket: 
• { , } is bilinear: 
{ / i + f2,g} = uj{Xf^+f^,Xg) = u{Xf^,Xg) +uj{Xf^,Xg), s iuce Xf^+f^ = 
{ , } satisfies the Jacobi-identity: 
One can easily show that duj{Xf, Xg, Xh) = 3Jac(/ , g, h) = 0. 
• { , } satisfies the Leibnitz identity: 
{f,9h} = iXfd{3h)=iXi{g{'^h) + {dg)h) = giXf{dh)+iXj{dg)h = g{S, h} + 
{f,g}h. 
Thus every symplectic structure gives rise to a Poisson structure. 
Poisson manifolds 
Definition 2.10. A smooth manifold M equipped with a Poisson structure fl is 
a Poisson manifold, (M, FT). 
Here is an example of Poisson manifold [68]: 
Example 2.11. There is a Poisson structure on M^ with Poisson bracket given 
by 
3 
= (2.2.6) 
fc=i 
where is the completely antisymmetric three tensor. 
One can show that this Poisson structure (2.2.6) is a degenerate Poisson struc-
ture, since it is well-known that Darboux coordinates can never exist on a mani-
fold of odd dimension. 
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It can be shown that in this example, C2 := X^X' is a Casimir function. 
In this example, the Poisson structure can be restricted constantly on two-
spheres given by the choice of a constant value for C2, and the restricted Poisson 
structure turns out to be non-degenerate. 
Generally speaking, any Poisson manifold with degenerate Poisson structure 
foliates into a family of lower dimensional manifolds, which are often called the 
symplectic leaves. Each symplectic leave is characterized by assigning a constant 
value to the Casimir functions and is equipped with a non-degenerate Poisson 
structure 
Poisson maps 
Definition 2.12. Let {Mi,Ui) and {M2,Tl2) be Poisson manifolds. A smooth 
map / : Ml —> M2 is a Poisson map if 
{u of,vof} = {a, v} o f, Vu, V e C'^{M2)-
Similarly, a map / is called anti-Poisson if 
{uof,vof} = -{u,v}of, e C^{M2). 
Example 2.13. Let M = E"^  with basis {xi , (/i, X2,1/2} with a Poisson structure 
given by 
{xi,yj} = otherwise 0. (2.2.7) 
Let TV = E^ with basis {x i , yi} with a Poisson structure {x i , t/i} = L 
Consider a map 0 : M N which is defined by (xi, yi, X2, ^ 2) (xi,j/i). It 
is obvious that 0 is a Poisson map. 
Local description 
Let (Af, n ) be a Poisson manifold. In local coordinates ( x i , . . . ,x„ ) of M, the 
Poisson tensor 11 is determined by the matrix 
= { x „ x , } 
If is invertible at each x, then 11 is called nondegenerate or symplectic. 
When n is symplectic, the local matrices {ujij) = (-Hj^)"^ defines a global 
two-form LO G and u is called the Symplectic form on M. With u a 
symplectic form, the Jacobi identity is equivalent to dcj = 0 as we have seen 
previously in Example (2.9). 
Here are some example of Poisson structures: 
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Example 2.14 (Constant Poisson structure). Let M = R " and n^j be constant. 
By a change of coordinates, we can choose coordinates {qi, • • • ,qk]Pi-, • • • . . . 
,ei) on M, with 2k + I = n. The spHtting theorem [80] states that the Poisson 
structure is given by 
n = + ^« (0 ) = 0. (2.2^8) 
When I = 0, the Poisson structure is then symplectic and 11 can be defined as 
follows 
The Poisson bracket { , } can be expressed as 
.Of dg dfdg^ 
dq, dp^ dpi dq^ 
We can recognize this as the original Poisson bracket in classical mechanics. Orig-
inally only non-degenerate Poisson structures are employed in classical mechan-
ics. However in the 1970s, many physical models arising from mechanical systems 
with symmetry groups or constraints were discovered to have degenerate Poisson 
brackets (eg. [21]). 
Example 2.15 (Poisson-Lie structure). Let g be a finite-dimensional real Lie 
algebra with Lie bracket [ , ], and g* be the dual algebra. The tangent space of 
g* at any point can be identified canonically with g* itself, so df of any smooth 
function / on g* is a map d : g* ^ (g*)* = g, and we can define a Poisson 
structure on g as 
{ / i , / 2 } ( 0 = (d/2)d, 0 , ve e g% (2.2.9) 
Note that if we take {Ta} as a basis of g and { T ° } a basis of g*, g has a Lie 
bracket [Ta, T ]^ = f^ ^^T .^ If one chooses h = T " and /2 = ^ ^ then by (2.2.9) we 
have 
^fa^ft^^fc^ = = = (2.2.10) 
since Ta{f^) = S^  thus 
{ f ' ^ ^ f ' j ^ f ^ . ^ T , . (2.2.11) 
Therefore 11 = Ylcfab'^ '^ o- A Tf, is a Poisson tensor on g*. 
As a result, the dual space of a Lie algebra is always equipped with a canonical 
Poisson structure called the Poisson-Lie structure. 
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2.2.2 Poisson-Lie groups and Lie bialgebras 
A Poisson-Lie group is a Lie group and a Poisson manifold, the two structures 
being compatible as follows. 
Definition 2.16. A Poisson-Lie group [ G , 11) is a Lie group G equipped with 
a Poisson structure H on the manifold G, such that the multiplication map n : 
G X G G = 9192) is a Poisson map. 
Equivalently, IT is a Poisson-Lie structure on G if IT satisfies the equation: 
U{gh) = {Lg)M{h) + {R^,)M9), (2.2.12) 
where Lg •. h ^ g h and Rg : h h g . 
Example 2.17. Any Lie group G with the trivial Poisson structure D = 0 is a 
Poisson-Lie group. 
Example 2.18. A finite dimensional real Lie algebra g with a Poisson structure 
defined in example (2.15) is a Poisson-Lie group when g is regarded as an Abelian 
Lie group under addition. 
Now, let us turn our attention to the infinitesimal analogues of Poisson-Lie 
groups, the Lie bialgebras. 
Definition 2.19. A Lie bialgebra is a vector space g together with a Lie bracket 
, ] : A^g —> g and a Lie cobracket (5 : g —^  g (gi g satisfying 
(a) g together with [ , ] is a Lie algebra, 
(b) g* together with [ , = (5* ; A g^* ^ g* is a Lie algebra. 
(c) A compatibility condition between [ , ] and S is satisfied: 
y] = {ad^ ® 1 + 1 ® ad^)6{y) - {ady ® 1 -f 1 ® ady)d{x), (2.2.13) 
for all e g. The adjoint representation ad^ , on g is given by the commutator 
relation 
(id^y = [ x , y \ . x ,yGg . (2.2.14) 
Examples 2.20. (1) Any Lie algebra with ^ = 0 is a Lie bialgebra. 
(2) Let g be an Abelian Lie bialgebra. For satisfies the Jacobi-identity, the 
cobracket 8 gives g a Lie bialgebra structure. 
There is a direct correspondence between Poisson-Lie groups and Lie bialge-
bras. 
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Theorem 2.21 (Drinfel'd [23]). Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. If G 
is a Poisson-Lie group, then g has a natural Lie hialgehra structure called the 
tangent Lie bialgebra ofG. 
Conversely, if G is connected and simply connected and its Lie algebra g is a 
Lie bialgebra, then there is a unique Poisson structure on G which makes G into 
a Poisson-Lie group. 
Proof Let e g* and / i , / 2 € C°°(G') such that {dfi)\e = ^i, there is a 
canonical Lie algebra structure on g* 
= (2.2.15) 
such that 6 and the Lie bracket on g satisfy the compatibility condition (2.2.13), 
thus the Lie algebra of a Poisson-Lie group has a natural Lie bialgebra structure. 
For the converse, consider a Poisson-Lie group {G, 11) with Lie algebra (g, 6), 
then (g*, [•,•]*) is a Lie bialgebra. It integrates to an unique connected, simply 
connected Poisson-Lie group G. We will refer G as the dual Poisson-Lie group 
of G. • 
2.2.3 Drinfel'd doubles and Manin triples 
In this section we introduce the double of a Lie bialgebra, the Manin triple. The 
definition of Manin triple conceals the fact that for a given Lie bialgebra (g, g*), g 
and g* play a symmetric role. Manin triples also provide a rich source of examples 
for Lie bialgebras. 
Let D be a Lie group with Lie algebra V. Now we define a symmetric, 
nondegenerate bilinear form ( , )onV, that is also ad-invariant, i.e. 
ada{b,c) = {[a,b],c) + {h,[a,c]) \/a,b,ceV. (2.2.16) 
Definition 2.22. g is isotropic if for all x,y e g, {x,y) = 0. Maximally 
isotropic means that the space cannot be enlarged while preserving the property 
of isotropy. 
Definition 2.23. Let D he & Lie group with Lie algebra V. A Manin triple is 
a triple of Lie algebras {V, g+, g_) together with an ad-invariant, non-degenerate 
bilinear form (•. •) on V, such that 
(i) g+ and 0_ are subalgebras of V, 
(ii) P = g+ ® g_ as vector spaces, 
(iii) g+ and g_ are maximally isotropic with respect to (•, •). 
The pair (g+,g_) is called a Drinfel'd double. 
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Remark 2.24. g+ and g_ are maximally isotropic with respect to ( , ) implies 
that 
(1 )0+= g l , 0- = 0;. 
(2) dim(g+) - dim(0_). 
It follows from the next theorem that a Manin triple gives rise to Lie bialge-
bras, and conversely the double of a Lie bialgebra is a Drinfel'd double: 
A ^ g - g 
on 
(2.2.17) 
1 and a 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 5 . (1) Suppose ( g , g + , g _ ) is a Mamn triple, and let 
he a Lie bracket on g, and [ , ]+ and [ , ]- are the restriction of 
and A^g_ respectively. If one defines the dual operations 
6+ : (g_)* = g+ ^  A^g^, : = 0_ A^g^, 
then (g+,d_,_) and are Lie bialgebras. 
(2) Let (g,(5) define a Lie bialgebra. One can define a bracket 
bilinear form { , ) on Q ® g* by 
{x + i,y + rj) = ^{y)+r]{x) 
'x + ^,y + r]] = [x, y] + ad^ T? - ad;^ + [e, r?] + ad*y - ad;x, (2.2.18) 
where x.y E g and E g*. 
g © g* with the above defined [ , ] and ( , ) is a Mamn triple. 
Proof. The coadjoint representation on g* is given by 
{ad,y,0 = {y,-adl0: x . y e g , ^ e g * . (2.2.19) 
Thus the cocycle condition of a Lie bialgebra (2.2.13) can be rewritten as 
((5([x, = {{adx ® 1 + 1 ® ad^)S{y) - {ady ® 1 + 1 ® ady)6{x),^ ® r?) 
= -{5iy),ad:{0 0 r/ + e ® adlv) + {S{x),ad;{0 ^ rj + ^ ^ ad;rj) 
= {y, [ad*J, r/] + ad^rj]) - {x, [ad;^, rj] + [e, ad;r?]) 
= {ad;y, adli) - {ad^y, ad^r?) - {ad;x^ ad^i) + {ad^x, ad;r]). (2.2.20) 
The invariance of the bilinear form implies 
x] = ad*^x - adl^, 
(2.2.21) 
and 
(2.2.22) 
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Let us rewrite (^([x,y]),^<S>r]) as 
(2.2.23) 
Then 
= - ( x , [r], [y, C]] + [rj, y]]) (by Jacobi - identity) 
= (x, [n, - adT^y] + ad*^y - ad;7?]) 
= {ad ;y .ad :0 - {adly,adlri) - { ad ;x ,ad ;0 + {adlx,ad;r,) (2.2.24) 
which agrees with (2.2.20). 
The bracket in (2.2.18) simply follows from (2.2.21). 
One can choose a basis in each subalgebra T,, G g, G g* such that 
• 
{Ta.Tk) = = 0 
(2.2.25) 
The ad-invariance of the bihnear form (-, •) given by (2.2.16) implies that the 
brackets on the Drinfel'd double V is given by 
(2.2.26) 
where and are the structure constants of g and g*, respectively. 
It follows from the Jacobi-identity on the Drinfel'd double that the structure 
constants are constrained to satisfy 
f e fed f c fed , f d fee _ f c fed _ f d fce Jab J e — Jae J b^ J ae J b J bd J a J be J a' 
c fed d 7c d fce (2.2.27) 
Example 2.26 (Abelian double). Let D = { / ( I ) " x f / ( l ) " , and denote the gen-
erators of the Lie algebras of [ / ( I ) " and ^ (1 ) " by {T^}, { f " } , for a = 1, • • • , n, 
respectively. In this case all brackets vanish 
= = [Ta,T''] = 0 . 
Thus D is a Drinfel'd double. 
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Example 2.27 (0(2,2) double). Consider the Lie algebra s/(2,R) with genera-
tors H, E+, and commutators 
[H, E±] = ±2E±, [E+, E_] = H, (2.2.28) 
equipped with the non-degenerate, symmetric, invariant bilinear form 
= 1, {H,H) = 2. (2.2.29) 
There exists a Drinfel'd double D called the 0(2, 2) double such that its Lie 
algebra V is the direct sum of two copies of sl{2, R) 
V = sl{2,m) ® sl{2,R) (2.2.30) 
with the following bilinear form 
{{xi,x2),iyi,y2)) = (xuVi) - {X2,y2), (xi, yi), (xa, ^2) e P. (2.2.31) 
V can be decomposed into a pair of maximally isotropic subalgebras (s7(2,R), b2) 
such that s/(2,R) is generated by 
T, = ^{H. H), T2 = {E+,E^), T3 = (£;_, i?_), (2.2.32) 
and 62 has generators 
= f 2 = (0 , -£ ;_ ) , f^ = {E+,0). (2.2.33) 
These two sets of generators satisfy (2.2.25) and (2.2.26), therefore the pair 
(s;(2,R), b2) is a Drinfel'd double. 
2.3 Lie algebroid and Courant algebroid theory 
For a general Poisson manifold (M, IT), it was noticed by Weinstein, Mackenzie 
and Liu [61] that the concept of a Lie algebroid captures more closely the inherent 
nature of a Poisson manifold than that of a Lie bialgebra. A Poisson structure 
on M induces a Lie algebroid structure on the cotangent bundle T*M, thus both 
TM and T*M have Lie algebroid structures and one can extend the notion of Lie 
bialgebra to Lie bialgebroid in the sense of Mackenzie and Xu [83'. 
In the previous section, we noted that Lie bialgebras can be defined in terms 
of Manin triples. It is then natural to ask if the notion of Manin triples can be 
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extended to Lie bialgebroids. This extension of the theory of Manin triples to Lie 
bialgebroids is constructed by Liu, Weinstein and Wu [59]. 
For a Lie bialgebroid [A, A*) over M, there is a natural Courant algebroid 
structure on the double of the Lie bialgebroid, which is analogous to the Drinfel'd 
double of a Lie bialgebra when M is a point. And conversely, for a pair of 
complementary isotropic subbundles {A, A*) of a Courant algebroid E, closed 
under the bracket structure defined on a Courant algebroid, there is a natural 
Lie bialgebroid structure on {A, A*) such that its double is isomorphic to E. 
Therefore the theory of Manin triples of Lie algebras extends to Lie algebroids. 
In this section we review the definitions of a Lie algebroid, a Lie bialgebroid, 
a Courant algebroid and an exact Courant algebroid, and we also review an 
alternative construction of a Lie bialgebroid using the definition of a derived 
bracket constructed by Kosmann-Schwarzbach [56] and Roytenberg [67]. At the 
end of this section, we introduce an object called the proto-bialgebroid which is 
a "quasi"-version of Lie bialgebroids [56 . 
2.3.1 Lie algebroids and Lie bialgebroids 
In this section we review the notion of a Lie algebroid and a Lie bialgebroid, 
which are important for the construction of Courant algebroids. 
Definition 2.28. A Lie algebroid {A, M,p, [•, -j^) is a vector bundle A over a 
manifold M together with an anchor map p : A TM and a Lie bracket [•, 
on r ( ^ ) satisfying the following conditions: 
{1) p[X,YU^[pX,pY]. 
(2) [XJYU = f[X,YU + {p{X)f)Y, 
where X,Y e r (A ) and / e C°°(M). 
Example 2.29. Any vector bundle with zero anchor map and Lie bracket is a 
Lie algebroid. 
Example 2.30. A Lie algebra regarded as a vector bundle over a point is a Lie 
algebroid. 
Example 2.31. The tangent bundle TM of a manifold M with the usual Lie 
bracket of vector fields and p the identity map is a Lie algebroid. 
Example 2.32 (Cotangent Lie algebroid). Let (M, 11) be a Poisson manifold, 
and tt" : T*M TM be the bundle map defined by {P.-n^a) = n (a , /? ) for all 
differential one-forms a and (3. For every Poisson manifold M there exists a Lie 
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algebroid structure on T*M, with anchor p = tt" and the associated bracket on 
T{T*M) being the Koszul bracket of differential forms defined by 
[a, p]u = - - d{U{a., /?)). (2.3.1) 
Here the Koszul bracket has the following properties: 
(1) It is a Lie bracket [ , ]n satisfying 
[df,dg]u^d{f,g}, Vf,geC^{P), 
where {•, •} is the Poisson bracket of functions defined by 0 . 
(2) It satisfies 
[aJP]n = f[a,P]u + V q , G n \ P ) J e 
(3) The bundle map tt" is a Lie algebra homomorphism: 
[7T\a),7r\(3)]=7r^[a,P]u. (2.3.2) 
And the associated differential on r ( A * r A / ) is defined by DU = [H, •]SN, here the 
bracket [ , jsw is the Schouten bracket of multi-vector fields. 
The Lie algebroid in the previous example is called a cotangent Lie alge-
broid, it provides an important link between Poisson geometry and Lie algebroid 
theory. 
Definition 2 .33 . Let {A,M,p, [ , ]) and the dual bundle [ , ]») both 
be vector bundles equipped with Lie algebroid structures. A Lie bialgebroid 
is a dual pair [A, A*) such that the differential d^ on r ( A * ^ ) coming from the 
structure on A* is a derivation of the bracket 
r(>l), the following condition is satisfied: 
on r(yl), i.e. if for all X.Y e 
d4X,Y] = [d.X,Y] + [X,dX (2.3.3) 
R e m a r k 2 .34 . The condition (2.3.3) is equivalent to having the differential d on 
r(A*yl*) dual to with respect to the natural pairing (-,•) on A and A*, such 
that d is a derivation of the bracket [ , on r ( ^ * ) , i.e. 
d[(j), = [d(l), + [0, dij: 
for all G r{A*). 
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Example 2.35. A Lie bialgebra (g, g") regarded as a pair of vector bundles over 
a point is a Lie bialgebroid. 
Example 2.36. Let (M, 11) be a Poisson manifold, one can verify that (TM, T*M) 
is a Lie bialgebroid, where the Lie algebroid (TM, [ , ], p, fi?) is equipped with the 
standard Lie bracket [ , ], identity anchor map p = id, and the differential d on 
V{^T*M) is given by the de Rham differential d. While {T*M, [ , ]n, P, = TT", d^) 
is a Lie algebroid with the structures as given by example 2.32. 
Not only does a Poisson structure induce a Lie algebroid structure on the 
cotangent bundle T*M of a Poisson manifold M, a Lie algebroid structure also 
induces a Poisson structure on its base manifold, by the following lemmas. 
Let {A, A*) be a Lie bialgebroid over a Poisson manifold M with Lie algebroid 
structures (A, [ , ],p,d) and (^ 1*, [ , then [53] 
Lemma 2.37. for all f,g e C°°{M), 
d{f,g} = [df,dgU d4f,g} = -[dj,d.g]. (2.3.4) 
Lemma 2.38. The bracket on C°°{M) defined by 
{f,g} = {df,d^9) (2.3.5) 
IS a Poisson structure on M. 
2.3.2 Courant algebroids 
The Courant bracket was first introduced by Courant and Weinstein [18, 19] as 
an extension of the Lie bracket of vector fields on TM to sections of TM ®T*M. 
In order to extend the theory of Manin triples from Lie bialgebras to Lie bial-
gebroids, Liu, Weinstein and Xu [59] axiomatized the properties of the Courant 
bracket to those of a Courant algebroid. Under this construction, the double of a 
Lie bialgebroid carries a Courant algebroid structure, and conversely a Courant 
algebroid gives rise to a Lie bialgebroid. Thus a Courant algebroid can be natu-
rally constructed from a given Lie bialgebroid. 
It was also realized that an exact Courant algebroid provides the natural 
setting to study generalized complex structures in generalized geometry 
The following definition of Courant algebroids is due to Kosmann-Schwarzbach 
55]: 
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Definition 2.39. A Courant algebroid C = {E,M,o,p) is a vector bundle 
E ^ M equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ), a Dorfmann 
bracket o on r(jE') which is an R-linear map satisfying the Jacobi-identity, 
Ao{BoC) = {AoB)oC + Bo{AoC), A,B,C eT{E), (2.3.6) 
a bundle map p : E TM called the anchor satisfying the following conditions 
for ah A,B,C E r{E): 
(1) p{A){B,C) = {A.,BoC + CoB), 
(2) p{A){B,C) = {AoB,C) + {B,AoC). (2.3.7) 
The Dorfmann bracket in a Courant algebroid C is not skew-symmetric. The 
skew symmetrization of the Dorfmann bracket of C is known as the Courant 
bracket 
lA,B]=^-{AoB-BoA). (2.3.8) 
Two main theorems for Lie bialgebroids in [59] show that a Courant algebroid 
can be constructed from a Lie bialgebroid and conversely a Courant algebroid 
gives rise to a Lie bialgebroid. 
Theorem 2.40. Let {A, A*) be a Lie bialgebroid. Both A and A* are Lie alge-
broids over the base mamfold M, with anchor maps p and p^,, respectively. {A, A*) 
is equipped with two natural nondegenerate bilinear forms, one symmetric and one 
antisymmetric 
{Xi + + 6 ) ± = 6(.^2) ± (2.3.9) 
and a Courant bracket on r(/l © 
Iei,e2| = {[xi,x2] +Cl^X2-Cl^xi-^d4ei,e2)-) 
+ ([ei,e2]* + - C^Ai + e2)_), (2.3.10) 
where ei = = ^2 + 6 , S € r (^*) and C*^ = t^d^ + d^i^. 
There is an anchor map ps • A ® A* ^ TM defined by ps = p + p*, i.e. 
PE{X + 0 = p ( ^ ) + V.X e ^ G r ( y i * ) . ( 2 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
Then E = A® A* together with ([ , ], ps, ( , ) + ) s^ a Courant algebroid. 
Conversely, we have 
Theorem 2.41. In a Courant algebroid {E.p, [•, •], (•, •)), suppose that Li and L2 
are Dirac subbundles transversal to each other, i.e., E — Li ® L2. Then (Li,L2) 
is a Lie bialgebroid, where L2 is considered as the dual bundle of Li under the 
pairing { • )• 
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2.3.3 Exact Courant algebroids 
Definition 2.42. A Courant algebroid E over M is an exact Courant alge-
broid if the following sequence 
Q ^ E ^TM (2.3.12) 
is exact. Here p is the anchor map of E. 
Definition 2.43. A connection on E is a map A : TM E such that it is an 
isotropic spUtting - it splits the anchor map p, i.e. po A = idrM, and is isotropic, 
I.e. for x,yeT{TM), {A{x), A{y)) ^ 0. 
Remark 2.44. The space of connections is an affine space under Let 
Lo e be a two-form. If one adds u to the original connection, one sees that 
A + uj •. X ^ A{x) + i^uj is also a connection - the new connection splits p and is 
isotropic. 
One defines the curvature of the connection A as the antisymmetric map 
F : TM X TM E given by 
F(x , y) = lA{x), A{y)j - y]). (2.3.13) 
The curvature 3-form H for the connection A is defined by H{x,y,z) = 
i^F[x,y). Here acts on r(£^) via the natural pairing ( , ) on that is, 
izF{x,y) = {z, F{x,y)). Thus the curvature 3-form is given by 
H{x, y, z) = (A(x) o A(y), A(z)} (2.3.14) 
and H is closed. 
Proof. The closedness of H follows from the Jacobi-identity 
Jac{A{x), A{y), A{z)) = -i^iyi.dH, (2.3.15) 
i.e. dH • 
Thus given an exact Courant algebroid E with an isotropic splitting A, such a 
splitting is characterized by a curvature 3-form H given by (2.3.14). The splitting 
A give rises to the bundle isomorphism A + p* : TM®T*M E, and one can use 
such a bundle map to transport the Courant algebroid structures onto TM®T*M. 
The Courant algebroid structure on TM © T*M has a natural pairing as before: 
(.X + ^,y + ri) = ^{^{y) + 7]{x)), (2.3.16) 
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ior X + + RJ e T{TM ® T*M). While the Courant bracket on TM 0 T*M 
is twisted by the curvature 3-form H, i.e. it is equipped with the / / -twisted 
Courant bracket on TM ®T*M: 
+ + = lx + ^,y + v ] + ixiyii- (2.3.17) 
Therefore an exact Courant algebroid E equipped with a natural pairing and 
a Courant bracket is equivalent to T M ® T * M equipped with the same natural 
pairing and a twisted Courant bracket. The notion of a generalized tangent space 
TM ® T*M will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
If one chooses an isotropic sphtting (a connection A) of the exact sequence, 
i.e. E ^ TM ® T * M , one can add to ^ a 2-form b G Q'^{M) to obtain a 
new connection. Adding b changes H to H + db. Thus an //-twisted Courant 
algebroid {TM ® T*M)h is isomorphic to an / / ' = / / + db-twisted Courant 
algebroid {TM © T*M)h', with the isomorphic map (x,^) (x ,^ + i^b). So we 
have the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.45. An exact Courant algebroid E is characterized by [H] G H^{M,R). 
This classification of exact Courant algebroids is due to Severa [72] and [H] 
is often referred to as the Severa class or characteristic class. 
2.3.4 An alternative definition of a Lie bialgebroid 
There is an elegant way to define a Lie bialgebroid using the concept of a de-
rived bracket in the sense of Kosmann-Schwarzbach [55] (originally introduced 
by Roytenberg [67].) This construction of a Lie bialgebroid provides a convenient 
setting to extend the notion of a Lie bialgebroid to a proto-bialgebroid defined 
by Kosmann-Schwarzbach [56 . 
In this section we start by introducing the derived brackets, then the general 
construction of a Lie bialgebroid using derived brackets. At the end of this section 
we introduce an object called proto-bialgebroid. 
Derived bracket 
Definition 2.46. If {V, [•, •],D) is a graded Lie algebra over R with degree n and 
a derivation D, the derived bracket of [ , ] by L) is a bilinear map [ . ]d • 
y 0 y y defined by 
a,b]D = (2.3.18) 
for a,b&V. 
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Properties of the derived bracket: 
(1) The derived braclcet satisfies the graded Jacobi-identity 
[a, [b, c]d]d = [[a, c]n + (2.3.19) 
(2) With the graded Leibnitz rule 
Z)[a,6]z, = + (2.3.20) 
The graded Leibnitz rule can also be expressed as 
a, b]D = [a, Db] + 6], (2.3.21) 
ya,b,c& V. 
Definition 2.47. An interior derivation D by an element d G V is a map D : 
a I—> [d, a] for a € where d is an element of square 0 in (F, [ , ]). 
Theorem 2.48 (Kosmann-Schwarzbach[55]). Let D be the interior derivation of 
(y, [ , ]) an element d E V, with \d\ the degree of d and n the degree of the 
bracket. If \d\ + n is odd and [d, d] = 0, then the derived bracket is 
[a, h d = [d, a],b], (2.3.22) 
for a,b E V. 
Remark 2.49. For example, the Cartan formulae [C^, ly] = t[x^ y] can be rewritten 
as 
As a result, the Lie bracket of vector fields is a derived bracket. 
Interpreting a Lie bialgebroid using the derived bracket 
This approach defines Lie algebroids in terms of functions on the STipermanifolds 
and is developed by Vaintrob [76], Roytenberg [66, 67] and Kosmann-Schwarzbach 
55 . 
Let A he a vector bundle over M. Equivalently, a Lie algebroid structure can 
be defined in three ways: 
Firstly, recall 
in Section 2.3.1 that a Lie algebroid structure on A is given by 
a Lie algebra structure [ , I oi^  r ^ and an anchor map p satisfying the axioms 
in Definition 2.28. Or equivalently the Lie algebroid structure is given by a 
derivation d on r(A*). 
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Alternatively, one can view r(A*) as the algebra of funcitons on the super-
manifold n ^ , where IT denotes the change of parity functors applied to each 
fibre. 
Let x' be local coordinates on M, {ca} be a local basis of r ( ^ ) and (x', y") be 
the local coordinates on A. The anchor p and the Lie bracket on A is given by 
p(ea) = 
[ea,eb] = Afc'^ e,. (2.3.23) 
Let {x\y'^) be the local coordinates on 11^, then the homological vector field 
CLA has the local expression 
+ (2.3,24) 
One can also view a Lie algebroid structure on A as follows [55, 66, 67]: 
Definition 2.50. A Lie algebroid structure on is a degree three function /u on 
the supermanifold T*(nA*). /x is required to satisfy 
{/i,M} = 0, (2.3.25) 
where { , } is the canonical Poisson bracket of T*(nA*). 
Let be the local coordinates on YIA* dual to and 
be the associated coordinates on T*{IIA*), then locally n is defined by 
= + (2.3.26) 
Since T* (n^*) is Z^-graded, we assign bi-degree (0,1) to variables (1,0) 
to variables and (1,1) to variables x" and x*. The degree of a function on 
T*{\IA*) with bi-degree (p, q) is p -I- q. 
The canonical Poisson structure on C°°(T*n^) is defined as follows and has 
the following properties: 
L The bracket is uniquely determined by the relations: 
= = (2.3.27) 
2. The Poisson bracket is skew symmetric: 
{61,62} = - ( - l ) " { e 2 , e i } , (2.3.28) 
where ei and 62 are degree k and degree I functions on T*IIA*, respectively. 
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3. For e a degree k function on T*YIA^ the bracket is a derivation of degree 
k - 2 , i.e. 
{e, 6162} = {e, ei}e2 + 62}. (2.3.29) 
4. And the bracket { , } satisfies a graded Jacobi-identity: 
{ei , {e2, 63}} = { {e i , 62}, 63} + ( - i f {^2, {ei, 63}}, (2.3.30) 
where ei, 62, 63 are degree k, I, m functions on T*XIA, respectively. 
Definition 2 .51. A Lie algebroid structure on A is the supermanifold Il^l to-
gether with a homological vector field of degree 1, i.e. a derivation on r(A*>l*) 
increasing degree by 1 and satisfying d^ = 0. 
The Lie algebroid brackets can be defined in terms of the Poisson bracket on 
T^(nA*) by [56]: 
Theorem 2.52. A Lie algebroid bracket [ , ]a on A is given by the derived bracket 
[x, y]A = { { x , /.}, y), x,ye = r (AM) , (2.3.31) 
while the anchor is given by 
PA{x)f = { {x , /}, X G / G C^{M). (2.3.32) 
A Lie bialgebroid {A, A*) can be defined as follows; 
Definition 2.53. A Lie bialgebroid {A, A*) is a pair of Lie algebroids in dual-
ity. The Lie algebroids {A,[ , ]a:Pa) and [ , ]a,,Pa,) have Lie algebroid 
structures correspond to functions ji and 7 on the same supermanifold T * ( n ^ ) , 
respectively. The Lie bialgebroid condition (2.3.3) is equivalent to placing the 
following condition on structures /i and 7 
{/x + 7,// + 7 } = 0. (2.3.33) 
The Lie bialgebroid {A, A*) has the associated differential and on 
r ( A M * ) and r ( A M ) given by 
dA = {p , - } , = { 7 , - } , (2.3.34) 
which satisfy 
4 = = 0. (2.3.35) 
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Proto bialgebroid 
The notion of a Lie bialgebroid discussed previously in this section can be gener-
alized to a proto-bialgebroid [55, 67 . 
Definition 2 .54 . A Proto-bialgebroid {A, A*) is a supermanifold T*X{A with 
a quadruple (/x, 7 , i/j) such that n, 7 , ip and ifj are bi-degree (1,2) , (2, 1), (3,0) 
and (0, 3) functions on T^YIA* satisfying 
{6,9} =0, (2.3.36) 
where 6 = + + 
In local coordinates on T*XIA, these structures are given by [67] 
^ = (2.3.37) 
On a proto-bialgebroid {A, A*), we have the following structures: 
• Lie algebroid brackets [ , and [ , ]a ' are given by 
•].4. = + (2.3.38) 
Anchor maps pa and pa' given by 
PA{x){f) = {{x,p}J]^A\{x)dJ, 
P M O i f ) = { { ^ , 7 } , / } = A'^\x)dJ, (2.3.39) 
where j; G r ( ^ ) and ^ G r(yl*). 
Quasi-differentials (Ia and cIa- on r (A*^* ) and r ( A ' / l ) respectively, 
dA = {p,-}, = { 7 , - } , (2.3.40) 
satisfying 
{ d A f + {dA'i^,-} = 0, {dA^f + { d A P , - } = 0. (2.3.41) 
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Recall that the condition for the structures (/i, 7 , ip, (/?) to define a proto-
bialgebroid {A, A*) is that it obeys the structure equation (2.3.36). Splitting the 
degree 3-function 9 = n + j + xp + tf into components according to the bi-grading, 
the above condition is equivalent to a set of five conditions: 
i{;x,/i} + {7,V} = 0, 
+ = 0, 
+ = (2.3.42) 
Proposition 2.55. The double of a proto-bialgebroid A® A* is a Courant alge-
broid, with the Dorfmann bracket defined by the derived bracket 
(x + 0 o (y + r?) = {{x + e, e}, y + 7?}, (2.3.43) 
where x,y e r(y4) and e r(yl*). And the anchor map p is given by 
+ 6 ( / ) = PA{T){f) + PA'iOU) = {{^ + (2.3.44) 
where f eC°°{M). 
Proof. We need to check the properties (2.3.7) for ^ 0 yl* to define a Courant 
algebroid. For simphcity let us identify A,B,C e with their images in 
C'^{T*IiA). We will also use the Jacobi-identity (2.3.30) of the Poisson bracket 
{ , } of 
We first prove property (1) of (2.3.7). In terms of functions A,B,C e 
C'^{T*]1A) and the canonical Poisson bracket, this property can be rewrite as 
{{A {5, C}} = {A {{5, e],C]] + e],B]} 
= {A,{{B,e],C]} + {A,{{C,e],B)} 
= {A, {{5, 6], C}} + {C, {0, S}}} + {, {C, B}}} 
= {{A,e},{B,C}} = LHS. (2.3.45) 
Property (2) of (2.3.7) can similarly be written as 
{{A {B, C}} = {/I, e},B}^C} + {B, {{A 0}, C}}. 
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RHS = {{A,9},{B,C}}-{B,{{A,e},C}} + {B,{{A,e},C}} 
= {{A,9},{B,C}} = LHS. ( 2 . 3 . 4 6 ) 
• 
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Chapter 3 
Abelian T-duality and 
Poisson-Lie T-duality 
3.1 Introduction and outline 
T-duality in string theory plays an important role as it relates String theory 
on different backgrounds and can be realized as a transformation between two-
dimensional fj-models [29]. A two-dimensional cr-model describes the world-sheet 
theory of a string propagating on a target manifold M equipped with a Rieman-
nian metric and an antisymmetric 5-field b^j, with string background defined 
by = g^ J + b,^ . 
The rules for T-duality with an Abelian isometry were first constructed by 
Buscher [13] in 1987, and these rules are known as the Buscher rules. To 
obtain the Buscher rules, M is required to have some Abelian isometry group 
which leaves the a-model invariant. The dual model can then be obtained by 
gauging the isometry, with gauge fields being integrated out. Here, let us simply 
refer to this type of construction as Abelian T-duality. 
Since the Buscher rules are so simple and beautifully symmetric, a naive 
question to ask is whether the Buscher rules can be extended to the case when 
the isometry is non-Abelian. 
A first attempt to construct a version of T-duality with respect to a non-
Abelian isometry was done by de la Ossa and Quevedo [20] in 1993. Inspired by 
Buscher's technique, they applied a T-duality transformation following Buscher's 
procedure using non-Abelian isometry groups. However it was soon realized by 
de la Ossa, Quevedo and other authors [4, 20, 27] that non-Abehan T-duality 
in this formalism suffered certain drawbacks, the most noticeable being that this 
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technique is not symmetric, i.e. one does not in general recover the original theory 
by repeating the T-duality procedure. 
In another attempt to construct non-Abelian T-duality, Klimcik and Severa 
49] abandoned the requirement of isometry as dualizability and proposed a gen-
eralization of T-duahty in 1995, which has come to be known as the Poisson-Lie 
T-duality. In this formalism of non-Abelian T-duality, the requirement of an 
isometry is replaced by the Poisson-Lie condition, which places a restriction on the 
backgrounds of a dual pair of cr-models. The Poisson-Lie condition is necessary 
for the existence of the dual worldsheet. Also the relevant structure underlying 
non-Abelian T-duality is a Drinfel'd double. With a given Drinfel'd double, a 
dual pair of cr-models with backgrounds satisfying the Poisson-Lie condition can 
be constructed. 
The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives a brief 
account of the basic concept of Abehan T-duahty, i.e. the Buscher rules. In 
section 3.3, we review the construction of Poisson-Lie T-duality due to Klimci'k 
and Severa [47, 49]. 
3.2 Abelian T-duality 
3.2.1 T-duality with a [/(I)" isometry 
In string theory, a string propagates in d-dimensional space-time E sweeping out 
a two-dimensional worldsheet with coordinates z and z, and the action of such a 
string is described by the two-dimensional cr-model action: 
Definition 3.1. The tw^o-dimensional cr-model action is described by a met-
ric Qij and a locally defined two-form b^j on the d-dimensional target manifold E 
with the following action 
5 = ^ y + = ^ j d^zE,,{x)dx'dx\ (3.2.1) 
here x\i = l , . . . , ( i denote target space coordinates and dx" (resp. dx^) are 
derivatives with respect to the world-sheet coordinates 2 (resp. z). 
Roughly speaking, this action integrates over the two-dimensional world-sheet 
of a string. 
Starting with a cr-model action (3.2.1) with a (7(1)" isometry, let us choose 
coordinates { x ' } = x^}, a = 1 , . . . , n, fi = n+1,.. . ,d, such that the isometry 
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acts by translation of x"-. The string background E^j can be decomposed as 
Eij — 
and the a-model action becomes 
^ Eab Eav ^ 
y E^ib J 
(3.2.2) 
5 = ^ y (fz{Eabdx' 'dx' + Ea.dx'^dx^ + E,,bdx^dx' + E ^ ^ d x W ) . (3.2.3) 
To obtain the dual theory, let us first gauge the [ / ( I ) " isometry x" ^ x°- + e" 
by replacing 
ax" ^ Dx' ' = ax" + A", ax" ^ DX" = ax" + A", (3.2.4) 
where are connection one forms on M. 
Adding a Lagrangian multiplier term 
^ J Sz .x"(a^" - dA") (3.2.5) 
we then end up with a cr-model action 
= ^ j (fz[EabDx''Dx^ + {Eau)Dx''dx'' + + 
+ x " (a^" - a^")] . (3.2.6) 
This action has a gauge symmetry 
^ x" + e", A" H-> A" - ae", i " ^ A" - Be", (3.2.7) 
Integrating out the Lagrange multipliers requires the field strength F" = 
dA°- - dA" to vanish, which imposes pure gauge conditions on A"- and A", i.e. 
A" = a x " , i " = ax". 
To retrieve the original a-model action, we gauge fix by either choosing 
x" = 0 or x" = 0. On the other hand, to obtain the dual a-model we integrate 
out the gauge fields A" and A" and the resulting a-model action with the dual 
metric and B-fields is given in terms of the dual coordinates (x",x ' ' ) . It follows 
that the dual string background E^j is related to the original string background 
Eij via: 
Theorem 3.2. The T-duality transformation rules of the metric g and the B-field 
b with a U{1)"' isometry are given by a set of rules called the Buscher rules: 
Eab = {E~^)ab , Eau = {E~'^)J'Eb,y , 
E,b = , E , . = E,^ - , (3.2.8) 
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As an example, let us consider the n = 1 case, when a two-dimensional cr-
model has an Abelian isometry corresponding to a compact U{\) group. 
One can now choose coordinates {x^} = such that the isometry acts 
by translation of the coordinate x'^ = 6. In this case the metric g and 5-field 
b are transformed to g and b under the T-duality transformation given by the 
Buscher rules: 
- 9 - ^ {dtiog^Q - b^ob^o) , 9oo - -
bfiu ^  ^fj'" ~ (gtiobuo — gfiobuo), b)j.o — 
(3.2.9) 
Soo 
3.2.2 0(n, n) T-duality group 
It turns out that the T-duality symmetry of E l / R when, generalized to 
arbitrary n-dimensional toroidal compactifications, is generated by an element of 
the T-duality group 0(n ,n;Z) [28, 73 . 
Consider string theory compactified on a n-torus. 
Let T be an element of 0{n, n;Z) defined by 
(3.2.10) 
where a, b, c, d are n x n matrices. 
Then T preserves the form 
J = 
such that 
In terms of (3.2.10) we have 
T'J T = J. 
a^c + c*a = 0 
b'd + d% = 0 
a^d + c% = 1. 
(3.2.11) 
(3.2.12) 
The T-duality group acts on a string background E^b = gab+ bab {a, b = I,... ,n) 
on the n-torus via 
T{E) = {a{E) + h){c{E) + d)-\ (3.2.13) 
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Example 3.3. Consider a particular element T G 0{d,d;Z) given by 
T = 
' o k ' 
V L 0 y 
(3.2.14) 
The T-duality action oi T on E = g + b gives us the dual string background E 
on the n-torus as follows 
T{Eab) = Ea, = {E-'U = gab + Kb. (3.2.15) 
which is consistent with the Buscher rules given by Theorem 3.2. And it follows 
that the dual metric and i3-field transform as 
g = (g-bg-'b)-' 
b = { b - g b - ' g ) - \ (3.2.16) 
In the case when n = 1, (3.2.16) reduces to goo = 9oo~^  obeys the Buscher 
rules (3.2.9) for T-duahty with J7(l)-isometry, i.e. this is the standard R 1/R 
duality. 
3.3 Poisson-Lie T-duality 
This section is organized as follows. In Section 3.3.1 we review the Poisson-Lie 
condition which is necessary for the existence of a dual cr-model. In Section 
3.3.2 we show that one can solve the Poisson-Lie condition using the concept of 
the Drinfel'd double. Section 3.3.3 gives three examples for different types of 
Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
3.3.1 The Poisson-Lie condition and Poisson-Lie symme-
try 
Poisson-Lie T-duality is a generalization of the non-Abelian T-duality proposed 
by Klimcfk and Severa [49], which allows the duality to be performed on a target 
space E without the requirement of an isometry. 
However, the background does need to satisfy a certain condition which we 
will refer to as the Poisson-Lie condition. The Poisson-Lie condition is essential 
for the existence of a well-defined dual world-sheet. 
Before going into Poisson-Lie T-duality, we need the concept of Noetherian 
currents. 
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Consider a a-model with a group G acting freely on its target manifold E 
with Va{x) the left-invariant vector fields corresponding to the action of G on E. 
Definition 3.4. Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold E. A left invariant 
vector field on G is a section Vh of TG such that 
= ^geG. (3.3.1) 
where (Lg) is the left translation given by {Lg)h = gh and (Lg)^ is the induced 
map on the tangent spaces, i.e. (Lg):, : ThG —> TghG. 
Definition 3.5. Noetherian currents Ja are quantities corresponding to sym-
metries of the Lagrangian, which are defined by the variation of the cr-model 
action with respect to the free action of G on the target manifold E, and are 
given by 
= 5(a: + - = ^ de" A J„ + J e^C^^iL). (3.3.2) 
where g E G and e is in the Lie algebra of G and Cy^ is the Lie derivative with 
respect to the left-invariant vector fields Va-
Now consider the 2-dimensional a-model described by a metric g^j on the 
target manifold E and a locally defined 2-form on E with the action given by 
(3.2.1). 
We can associate to the action of G on the Noetherian current one forms 
on the world-sheet: 
Lemma 3.6. The Noether current 1-forms associated with the action of G on E 
are given by 
Ja = vl{x)E,jdx'dz - vl{x)Ej,dx'dz. (3.3.3) 
Proof. Using the variational principle, 5S is given by 
5{S) = S{x + e'^va) - S{x) 
= J dz^E,jd{x' + + e'^vi) - J dz^E,,dx'dx' 
= I de-'A {v\E,,dx^dz - vlEj.dx'dz) + | e" 
+ j e'^C^AL). (3.3.4) 
• 
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Let us consider the following two cases: 
Case I : If the action of G is an isometry, i.e. C^^E = 0, then [50 
0 ^ 8 S = I de^ AJa - ^ d J = 0, (3.3.5) 
i.e. the Noether currents given by (3.3.3) are closed one forms on the world-sheets 
of extremal strings. 
Case II : If the action of G is not an isometry but a free action on E such 
that (55 = 0, then it follows from (3.3.2) that on the extremal string surfaces we 
have 
(3.3.6) 
Although these forms J a are no longer closed, one simply requires that on the 
extremal surfaces the forms J^ satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation so they are 
still integrable 
d J a - (3.3.7) 
where fj"^ are the structure constants of some Lie algebra g of a Lie group G. 
Definition 3.7. If the Noether currents (3.3.3) with respect to the action of a 
group G obey the condition (3.3.7) on the extremal surfaces, then such a cr-model 
is said to have G-Poisson-Lie symmetry with respect to the group G. 
Proposition 3.8. The condition 
= (3.3.8) 
on the string backgrounds is referred to as the Poisson-Lie condition. It is 
the sufficient condition for a a-model to possess a Poisson-Lie dual. 
Proof It follows from (3.3.3) and (3.3.6) that (3.3.7) becomes 
CM = 
= - v^E.mdx^dz) A {v^^Emdx'dz - v^E^^dx'dz), 
= (3.3.9) 
thus = • 
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When the string background satisfies the Poisson-Lie condition (3.3.8), then 
following from (3.3.7) Ja can be explicitly expressed as 
= (3.3.10) 
or 
5 = Pexp / J a f \ (3.3.11) 
J-y 
where g e G, f"" are the generators of the Lie algebra g of G, and P means the 
path-ordered exponential. 
At this point a natural question to ask is, how is the group G related to G? 
It turns out that the Poisson-Lie condition (3.3.8) requires a certain compat-
ibility condition on the structure constants of the Lie algebras of G and G. 
Proposition 3.9. Let he the structure constants of Q, the Lie algebra ofG. 
The integrability condition on (3.3.8) requires the following constraint 
r j ^ : - r M f a " - n i k a ' + n h a ' - r a f f k " = 0. (3.3.12) 
Proof It follows from [va,vb] = fab'^ '^ c that Cy^  satisfies the following relation 
= (3.3.13) 
Using the above identity on E j^ and substituting the Poisson-Lie condition (3.3.8) 
into the above equation, we have 
= ( /n /ac^ + r\faf' - rih/ -
= {r\fa: + fVa / ' - Kh: -
therefore we obtain the following constraint: 
r\fac' + r\fa/ - - Kh/ - r'jaC = o. (3.3.14) 
• 
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It is obvious that the relation (3.3.12) is the standard relation which is obeyed 
by the structure constants of a Lie bialgebra, i.e. this is exactly the relation 
(2.2.27). Therefore the pair (0,g) forms a Drinfel'd double. 
Condition (3.3.12) is manifestly dual, i.e. the condition (3.3.12) is invariant 
with respect to the exchange of structure constants / / . 
This suggests that there exists an equivalent dual a-model where the roles of g 
and 0 are exchanged. The following Poisson-Lie condition is required for the dual 
cr-model; 
' = (3-3.15) 
That is, there exists a dual a-model on a target manifold E with G acting freely 
on E. 
To see that this cr-model is dual to the a-model with string background E 
satisfying (3.3.8), it follows from the fact that the dual Noetherian form for G 
acting freely on E can be organized in the g*-valued form J — JaT" and the 
whole procedure can be repeated to retrieve the original a model on E. 
Both the target manifold E and its dual manifold E are embedded into an 
extended manifold E which has a natural structure of a fibre bundle over base 
manifold M = E/G = E/G with the fibre being the Drinfel'd double. 
As a result, dual cr-models are naturally constructed using Drinfel'd 
doubles. 
As a conclusion, for a pair of Lie groups (G, G) whose Lie algebras constitute a 
Drinfel'd double, every a-model such that a group G acts freely on its target space 
and its action is Poisson-Lie symmetric with respect to G has a dual counterpart, 
such that G acts freely on the dual target space E and its action is Poisson-Lie 
symmetric with respect to G. 
3.3.2 Solutions to the Poisson-Lie condition 
In this section we consider the case when G acts on the target E not only freely 
but also transitively, i.e. the target manifold can be identified with the group 
manifold. In this case solutions of (3.3.8) and (3.3.15) can be solved using the 
concept of the Drinfel'd double. 
First, the action (3.2.1) can be rewritten in terms of group elements g £ G 
S = j dhw^EMwpx'dx', (3.3.16) 
where w^dx' = {g'^dg)"' and w^Bx' = {g~^Bg)°- are the left-invariant one-forms, 
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and 
E M = < E M w i , (3.3.17) 
where is the string background given by (3.2.1). 
Now, let D be a Drinfel'd double containing the groups G and G with Lie 
algebra double V. V can be decomposed as g ® g, where g is the Lie algebra of 
G and g is the Lie algebra of G. 
Let us choose a basis {Ta,T'^} of V such that {T^} are the generators of g 
while { T " } are the generators of g, where {Ta} and { T " } are dual with respect 
to the nondegenerate bilinear form ( , ) on P . 
Lemma 3.10. The adjoint representation of G onV can be written in terms of 
the matrices a{g), c{g), d{g) defined as the coefficients in the expansion 
g-'T^g = g-'T'^g = c { g m + d{g)\T\ (3.3.18) 
Proof. Since (g, g) is a Drinfel'd double, Ta and T" follow relations (2.2.26) can 
be chosen to satisfy the orthogonality conditions (2.2.25) with respect to a non-
degenerate bilinear form on V , invariant under the adjoint action of D, i.e. 
{AdiV,AdiW) = {IVI-\IWI-') = {V,W), V,WeV,leD. (3.3.19) 
Then using (3.3.18) and g € G, the orthogonality conditions give rise to the 
following constraints 
a{gf = d{g)-\ 
cig)d{gf = -d{g)c{gf. (3.3.20) 
• 
Remark 3.11. Let us express Adg as 
^ a{g) 0 
\ c{g) d{g) 
According to (3.3.20), a{g), c{g) and d{g) satisfy the conditions (3.2.12) when one 
puts a = a{g), 5 = 0, c = c{g) and d = d{g), in other words, Adg is an element of 
0 ( n , n , Z ) ( n = dim(g)). 
Next, we will follow a procedure cleverly constructed by Klimci'k and P. Severa 
47] such that Eab{g) is found by translating a general g independent reference 
field E{e) from the identity e G G to the point g e G hy left action of G on itself. 
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Let R+ be an n-dimensional subspace of the 2n-dimensional V and R- be its 
orthogonal complement such that R± span the whole algebra V. R± are precisely 
the graph of an arbitrary matrix E{e) in V: 
R+ = Spa.n{{t + E{e){t,-)),t e g}, R- = Span{( i -E(e)( - , i ) ) ,^ e g}. (3.3.21) 
Consider the Lagrangian L and L corresponding to the Drinfel'd double (G, G) 
as follows. 
Lemma 3.12. The Lagrangians L and L satisfying (3.3.8) and (3.3.15) can be 
deduced from an equation of motion on the Drinfel'd double. Let I : T, ^  D such 
that 
{{di)r\R+) = {{Bi)r\R_) = o. (3.3.22) 
According to Drinfel'd, any arbitrary element of D can be decomposed as the 
product of elements g & G and h E G, i.e. 
l = gh=~gh, g,h€GJ,heG. (3.3.23) 
This decomposition is generally not unique. However, according to Drinfel'd [22], 
there exists the unique decomposition in the vicinity of the unit element of D as 
the product of elements from G and G. 
Any two decompositions give rise to a pair of equivalent a-models. The possi-
bility to decompose a Drinfel'd double into two (or more) Manin triples enables 
one to construct two (or more than two) equivalent a-models on G and G (or 
equivalently on others groups too) from the decompositions. This property is called 
Poisson-Lie T-plurality [77]. 
So there is a dual pair of o-models on D and the string backgrounds Eab{g) 
and E°'''{g) are defined by R± via 
g- 'R+g = SpMTa + E M f " ) , (3.3.24) 
g-'R^g = Spe.n{T,-E,a{g)f'), 
and 
r ' R + g = Spanif ' '+ E^'{g)Tt), (3.3.25) 
Proof. Inserting (3.3.24) into (3.3.22) and imposing conditions (3.3.22), it follows 
that 
= EMig-'dgf^A^ig) 
- i d g r ' ) a = - E M i g - ' d g f ^ A - J g ) . (3.3.26) 
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Eliminating g, we arrive at the following set of equations 
dA~{g) - Ba: - = 0, (3.3.27) 
where the jj"^ are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g. 
It can then be checked that the the above set of equations (3.3.27) are the 
field equations of the a-model action (3.3.16). 
Similarly, the field equations of the dual cr-model action can be obtained by 
eliminating g following the above arguments. Thus we conclude that the a-model 
Lagrangian L and the dual Lagrangian L can be deduced from (3.3.22). • 
Proposition 3.13. The a-model background Eab{g) can be written conveniently 
as 
' ^ ^ (3.3.28) EM = ([«(.9) + E(e)c(g)r\^EUe)d(g)\ 
Proof. Starting with g = e the identity element 
the explicit dependence of Eat on g is given by the matrices of the adjoint repre-
sentation of D and is given by 
g-'R+g = Span{g-\Ta + EMf'')g} 
= Span[{a{g)^' + E,k{e)c{g)'>')T, + Eab{e)d{g)\f% (3.3.29) 
Comparing (3.3.24) and (3.3.29) the matrix E{g) is given by 
Ea,{g) = ([a(5) + E{e)c{g)]-'):EUe)d{g)\. 
Alternatively, Eab{g) can be defined equivaleiitly as follows. 
Proposition 3.14. Let Tl"-^{g) he defined by 
(3.3.30) 
• 
^ c{gr{a{g) - u 6 Jc 1 
then up to a similarity transformation, Eab{g) can be expressed as 
(3.3.31) 
(3.3.32) 
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Proof. Starting with (3.3.29), the matrix E{g) given by (3.3.30) can be rewritten 
as 
g-'R^g = S p a n [ ( a ( p ) / + EMc{gf')Tc + Eab{e)d{gfj% (3.3.33) 
Consider a basis transformation of {Ta} of g and { T " } of g* via 
Ta - ( a ( g l ' ) - ' n f^ ^ {dig)\)- ' f ' , (3.3.34) 
then (3.3.33) becomes 
g-'R+g = Spa.n[{I + + Eab{e)f''] 
= SpMTa + Eat{g)f'), (3.3.35) 
thus up to a similarity transformation, E{g) can be expressed as 
E{g) = [E{e)-' + c(5)a(p)-r ' = [^(e)"^ + n]-^ (3.3.36) 
• 
Remark 3.15. As we will show in Section 6.2, = is a 
natural Poisson structure on G. 
The dual background Eab is found by transporting e G G to any ^ G G by the 
action of G on itself. 
Following the previous construction for the dual a-model with target G, we 
have the following result: 
Theorem 3.16. The matrices a{g),c{g) and d{g) are defined in a similar way to 
(3.10) 
g-'f'^g = a{g)\T\ r'T^g = + d{g)J'n, (3.3.37) 
with the dual background found to be 
E'^\g) = d{g)\t\e){[a{g) + c{~g)E{e)]-')l (3.3.38) 
Equivalently, in terms of the dual Poisson structure na6(^) = c{g)'"'{a{g) 
the dual background can be written as 
/c ' 
E''\~g) = {[E{e)-' + (3.3.39) 
The following lemma relates the original a-model and the dual cr-model: 
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Lemma 3.17. At the origin of the group, the matrices E{e) and E{e) are related 
by 
E{e)E{e) = E{e)E{e) = 1 (3.3.40) 
Proof. R± = R± is the crucial choice. Thus 
R+ = Span{T„ + EieUf"} 
= R+ = Span{t" + E{er'n} = Span{r, + {E{e)-\bf'}, (3.3.41) 
therefore E{e)ab = {E{i)ab)-^- • 
That is, the Poisson-Lie T-duaUty is a generahzation of the standard Abehan 
T-duahty, i.e. the R ^ 1/R symmetry. An example for Abelian T-duality is 
constructed in Section 3.3.3. 
3.3.3 Classification of Poisson-Lie T-duality 
Poisson Lie T-duality can be classified by the following types of underlying Drin-
feld doubles: 
1. Abelian doubles, which correspond to standard Abelian T-duality. 
2. Semi-Abelian doubles, which correspond to the non-Abelian T-duality be-
tween a G-isometric cr-model with the target manifold being the group G, 
and a a-model on G viewed as the Abelian group. This is non-Abelian 
T-duality in the sense of de la Ossa and Quevedo [20]. 
3. Non-Abelian doubles which correspond to non-trivial Poisson-Lie T-duahty 
where none of the cr-models of the dual pair is isometric with respect to the 
action of the group. 
Poisson-Lie T-duality with Abelian double 
In the Abehan double case, let us take the Drinfel'd double D = J7(l)" x C/(l)". 
Starting with a cr-model with a free G = action on the target manifold 
E, we choose coordinates y^ {^J• = 1 , . . . ,n) for the orbits of {/(I)" on E. The 
matrix of the cr-model, Eij, has both types of indices corresponding to y^ and 
g € f / ( l )" , and the Lagrangian can be decomposed as 
+ E{y, g)aA9~'dgrdy'' + E{y, g)ab{g-'dgr{g-'dgf. (3.3.42) 
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Or in matrix form, let us write 
' m flU 
E{y.g)au E{y,g)ab 
(3.3.43) 
T h e dependence of Eij on g is fixed by the Poisson-Lie condition (3.3.8) and is 
given by (3.3.28), i.e. 
Eab{y,g) = [(a((7) + E{e)c{g))-\'E{eUd{g)\, 
hence it follows that the cr-model matrix E (3.3.43) is given by 
0 ^ 
L \ 0 a{g) 
E{y,e) 
/ 
(O 0 ^ 
V 0 C{g) ) _ 
-1 
E{y,e) 
In 0 
0 d(<7) / 
(3.3.44) 
where e is the unit element of G, and a{g), c{g) and d{g) are the matrices given 
by (3.3.18). Since [ / ( ! ) " is Abelian, thus 
a{g) = d{g) = Idr,, c{g) = 0. (3.3.45) 
Comparing (3.3.43) and (3.3.44), we have made the choice E{y,e) = E{y,g) in 
the adaptive coordinate {y,g)-
The dual model E is defined similarly with the choice of coordinates {y, g) 
and the dependence of .E on 5 is given by (3.3.38), i.e. 
E{yrg)-
^ I dr, 0 ^ 
E{y,e) 
l\ 
0 0 
0 d{~g) 
^ ^ Id. 0 ^ 
+ 
0 d{g) y 
According to Section 3.2.2, E{y, e) can be chosen as 
0 c[~g) ) 
E{yre] 
.3.46) 
E{y. e) 
/ / 
\ \ 
/ / 
\ \ 
/ 
In 0 
0 a 
n„ 0 
0 0 
\ / 
E{y,e) + 
/ \ 
\ / 
' E{y,e) + 
\ 
0 0 
0 b 
0 0 
0 
\ \ / / q O \ 
/ 
\ \ / / q 0 ^ 
/ / V \ 0 I " / 
E{y.,e) + 
E{y,e)-
In 0 
0 d 
\ -1 
In 0 
0 0 
/ / 
\ \ 
where we have chosen a = (i = 0, and 6 = c = 
/ / 
(3.3.47) 
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Since the dual group is G = f / ( l ) " , the matrices d, c and d are given by 
dCg) = d{~g) = Mr,, c{~g) = 0. (3.3.48) 
The dual model E{y,g) follows from (3.3.46), (3.3.47) and (3.3.48) is thus 
(3.3.49) Eivrg)- F ^ab / 
This is exactly the Buscher rules with a t / ( l ) " isometry (3.2.8), as given previously 
in Section 3.2.1. 
Poisson-Lie T-duality with semi-Abelian double 
Non-Abelian T-duality originally introduced by de la Ossa and Quevedo [20] is 
a special case of Poisson-Lie T-duahty, such that the double corresponding to a 
Poisson-Lie symmetry is the so called semi-Abelian double. 
Semi-Abelian doubles correspond to non-Abelian T-duality between a G-
isometric c-model with a G-target and a non-isometric a-model with the target 
G which can be considered as an Abelian Lie group. 
In this case the double D is simply the cotangent bundle T*G which is the 
semi-direct product of the non-Abehan group G and the Abehan group t / ( l ) " , 
where n = dim(G), i.e. D = G x f7(l)". 
Example 3.18. [36] Let {T^}, a = 1, 2 be the generators for the Lie algebra of 
the Abelian group G = And let {Ti,T2} be a basis of G such that 
r„T2] = T2, 
then the mix-algebra relation is given by 
(3.3.50) 
(3.3.51) 
I.e. (G, G) is a Drinfel'd double. 
Now let {6,(f) and {9, if) be group coordinates of G = U { i y and G, respec-
tively. 
Computing the matrices a{g), c{g) and d{g) of (3.3.18) we have 
= 
M 0 A 
V J 
c{g) = 
^ 0 0 ^ 
0 0 d{g) = 
(3.3.52) 
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and similarly, a{g), c{g) and d{g) are given by 
Kg) = 
' I 
, 0 , c{~g) = y o 0 / 0 1 
Let us choose the constant matrix E{e) and E{e) as follows 
/ \ X y 
u V 
, E { e ) = / ~ - \ X y 
(3.3.53) 
(3.3.54) 
such that E{e) and E{e) satisfy the relation E{e)E{e) = E{e)E{e) = Id. 
Then the string backgrounds E{0, if) and E{6, (p) are given by 
1 ^ —e — (p + i f x + y) + V —e^y + i f x ^ 
vx — uy e^'x 
1 / 1 - - - - \ 1 - ^y - i f v 
\ + (pu + (p^vx — (py — (p^uy (px 1 + 
/ 
(3.3.55) 
Poisson-Lie T-duality with non-Abelian double 
The following example is an example of Poisson-Lie T-duality with a non-Abelian 
double, which was first worked out explicitly in [48]. 
Example 3.19 (Borelian double). The simplest non-Abehan double is the D = 
GL(2,IR) group with Lie algebra V — gl{2,M.) and is called the Borelian double. 
The Borel group G with Lie algebras g has the basis 
v 
1 0 
0 0 
T, = 
, 0 
(3.3.56) 
while the dual group G with algebra g has the following basis 
0 1 
' 0 
There is a symmetric bilinear pairing ( , ) on V defined by 
= Det(x + y), x , y e V . 
(3.3.57) 
(3.3.58) 
It is obvious that {Ta,Th) = = 0 and (T^,!"') = One can also 
show that ( , ) is ad-invariant, i.e. it satisfies 
x,y],z) - (y, [x,z]) = 0. 
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Thus both sets of generators span a Borel subalgebra of the algebra V = gl{2, R) 
and P is a Drinfel'd double. And an easy computation shows that the commu-
tation relations is of the mixed type satisfying (2.2.26). 
Now consider a pair of a-models in duality with targets being G and G, 
respectively. 
The elements g E G have a parametrization 
/ V ^ e^ 9 
9 = 
V 0 1 / 
Then according to Eqn. (3.3.18), we find the matrices a{g), c{g) and d{g) to be 
a{9) = 0 c{9) = 
^ 0 -e-^Q ^ 
^ e e-^e^ J , d{g) = 
0 ^ 
- e 
Let us define the cr-model matrix E{e) at the unit element of G by 
E{e) = 
/ \ X y 
V U V 
/ 
(3.3.59) 
(3.3.60) 
/ 
Substituting (3.3.59) and (3.3.60) into (3.3.28), the string background Eab{g) is 
given by 
/ 
Eig) = A 
\ 
x - e { u + y) + + 9{v{x - 1) - uy)) ^ 
- 9v{l + x) + 9uy) 
(3.3.61) 
where A = {1 + 9{y - u) + 9^{vx -
Similarly the element of G as the group manifold of the dual tr-model with 
Lie algebra g given by (3.3.57) can be parameterized as 
9 = 
1 0 
- p e" (3.3.62) 
Then computing a[g), c{g) and d{g) accordingly, we find 
K'g) = 
V 0 e" 
, m = ^ 0 
/ \P J 
, d{~g) = 
1 0 
\ 
- p 
where the inverse dual cr-model matrix E{e) at the unit element is 
\ 
E { i ) = 
X y 
U V 
(3.3.63) 
(3.3.64) 
/ 
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Then the dual string background E{g) can be obtained by substituting (3.3.63) 
and (3.3.64) into (3.3.38): 
1 ^v + p{u + y)+p^ + 1)) ^ 
p"^ + vx + p{u — y) — uy + p + px) e^^x / 
(3.3.65) 
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Chapter 4 
Generalized geometry 
4.1 Introduction and outline 
Generalized geometry was first introduced by Hitchin [38] as a form of construct-
ing differential geometry with a background 5-field. Then the notion of general-
ized geometry was further developed by Cavalcanti and Gualtieri [16, 32] in their 
thesis. 
Generalized geometry is a geometry on TM®T*M, the direct sum of tangent 
and cotangent bundles of a manifold M. Generally speaking, one would like to 
view TM ®T*M as & Courant algebroid over M. 
Generalized geometry was first introduced as a generalized structure which 
unifies symplectic and complex structures. It was soon noticed by physicists that 
generalized geometry applies naturally to mirror symmetry [25, 30, 34], 
As suggested by Gualtieri and Cavalcanti [16, 33], generahzed geometry pro-
vides a natural geometry to study T-duality. They showed that global T-duality 
introduced by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6] behaves naturally in the con-
text of generalized geometry for the case of principal circle bundles. And since 
generalized geometry doubles the original geometry, it can also be related to the 
the double geometry of T-folds [40]. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we introduce natural 
operations on the generalized tangent space TM ® T*M. Section 4.3 reviews 
the definition of Clifford algebra on the generalized tangent space, followed by 
an introduction to a generalized Cartan system on TM © T*M in Section 4.4. 
In Section 4.5, the Courant bracket is viewed as an extension of the Lie bracket. 
Section 4.6 introduces the concept of a Dirac structure and maximal isotropic 
subspaces. In the last section, we introduce the generalized metric, which is a 
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generalized version of a Riemannian metrics on TM ®T*M. 
4.2 Natural operations 
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n. TM®T*M has a natural symmetric 
non-degenerate bilinear form defined by 
+ + = + (4.2.1) 
where X,Y ^  r ( T M ) , and e, r? G V{T*M). 
This symmetric form has signature (n, n) and is invariant under the orthogonal 
group 0 ( n , n). 
There are a certain special symmetries of TM ® T*M. To explore the various 
orthogonal symmetries of TM®T*M, let us consider the special orthogonal group 
SO{TM ®T*M) ^ SO{n,n) which preserves the non-degenerate, symmetric, 
bihnear form ( , ). The Lie algebra of SO{TM ® T*M) is defined by 
so{TM®T*M) = {T\{TX,, ^2) + (Xi, TX2) = 0, V^Ci, X2 e TM®T*M}. (4.2.2) 
T can be decomposed as 
T = ^A P ^ (4.2.3) 
where A e End(TM), (3 : TM T*M and B : T*M TM, and B and (3 
are both skew-symmetric. Thus 5 is a 2-form and acts on X € T{TM) via the 
interior product B{X) = ixB. Similarly, /? is a bivector and acts on a form 
^ G r ( r * M ) via m = 1^ (3. 
A special case of T called the 5-field transform can be obtained by expo-
nentiation; this is an orthogonal symmetry of TM ® T*M given by 
exp{B) = 
1 / 
(4.2.4) 
the 5-field transform sends X + ^ h^ + ixB, here X e r{TM) and 
e G r{T*M). 
/^-transform is another important symmetry given by G A^(TM), it is 
given by the element 
expifj) = 
V ^ ^ 
the /3-transform sends X + ^ i - ^ X + ^ + i^p. 
(4.2.5) 
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Besides the non-degenerate bilinear form, there is a natural bracket operation 
on smooth sections of TM 0 T*M, called the Courant bracket. The Courant 
bracket was first introduced by Courant [18] to define a geometric structure called 
a Dirac structure, which is used by Courant and Weinstein [19] to unify Poisson 
geometry and presymplectic geometry by expressing each structure as a maximal 
isotropic subbundle of TM ^T'M. 
Definit ion 4.1. The Courant bracket is defined on pairs (X,^) = X + of 
a vector field X and a one-form ^ on a manifold M. Here X + + rj G 
T{TM®T*M)-. 
lX+tY + vl = [X, Y] + Cxv - CY^ - ^d{ixv - ^yO, (4-2.6) 
Note that the Courant bracket reduces to a Lie bracket on vector fields, i.e. 
let p : TM ®T*M ^ TM be the projection on TM, then 
where X, G T{TM(BT*M). 
The Courant bracket has the following properties [32]: 
(4.2.7) 
1. It does not in general satisfy the Jacobi-identity, but its Jacobiator 
can be expressed as the derivative of the Nijenhuis operator; 
Nij(/l, B, C) = X2I, Xa) + {[X2, X3I, Xi) + ([X3, Xil, 3C2)) 
through 
Jac(Xi,X2,X3) = d(Nij(Xi,X2,3e3)). 
2. The Courant bracket satisfies a certain Leibnitz identity: 
ix^m = nx„x2] + ip{x,)f)x2 - {XuX2)df, 
where / G C°°(Af). 
(4.2.8) 
(4.2,9) 
3. Let i? be a smooth two-form which maps TM —^T*M via the interior 
product X ^ ixB. Then for X + + rj e r{TM ® T*M), the B-field 
transform 
^ 1 
V B 1 
: X + X + i + ixB 
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satisfies 
+ + 7])! = e ^ d X + e, + r?!) + ixtydB. 
i.e. the map e^ is an automorphism of the Courant bracket if and only if 
B is closed, i.e. dB = 0. 
As the result, the Courant bracket has a non-trivial automorphism defined 
by a closed 2-form B. 
4. The Courant bracket can be "twisted" by a real, closed, 3-form H. That 
is, define another bracket | , ]// on sections of TM ® T*M-. 
[X + e, K + nh = lX + i,Y + vj+ txtyH. (4.2.10) 
I , J// defines a Courant algebroid structure on T®T* if and only if dH = 0. 
The notion of Courant algebroid has been discussed in Section 2.3.2. 
The (twisted) Courant bracket is the anti-symmetrization of a bracket called 
the (twisted) Dorfmann bracket defined as follows: 
Definition 4.2. The (twisted) Dorfmann bracket is a bracket on T{TM ® 
T*M) defined by 
{X + i) OH {Y + v) = {[X, Y] + Cxv - tydi + ixiyH). (4.2.11) 
It is related to the (twisted) Courant bracket by 
{{X + 0,IY + V)}H = {X + 0 OH (Y + V ) - d{X + e, y + 7?). (4.2.12) 
Properties of the (twisted) Dorfmann bracket are: 
• The (twisted) Dorfmann bracket on TM®T*M is not skew-symmetric, but 
its skew-symmetrization gives the Courant bracket, i.e. 
X,ER{TM®T*M). (4.2.13) 
• The (twisted) Dorfmann bracket satisfies the Jacobi-identity 
OH {X2 OH X3) = {Xi OH X2) o^ X3 + X2 o^ (^1 OH X3). (4.2.14) 
4.3 Clifford algebra on TM 0 T*M ^ 
4.3 Clifford algebra on TM 0 T*M 
Definition 4.3. The Clifford algebra CL{TM 0 T*M) is defined by the as-
signment X H^  7x, with the relation 
{7x,,73eJ = 2{XuX2), 6 r{TM®T*M). (4.3.1) 
Proposition 4.4. The Clifford algebra has a natural representation on the exte-
rior algebra A'{T*M) given by the action ofX = X + ^E r{TM ®T*M) defined 
by 
= + (4.3.2) 
where fl G A'{T*M). 
Proof. We can verify this by showing that 
= {ixO^ 
= { X + t X + 0 ^ , (4.3.3) 
as required. • 
4.4 Generalized Cartan system 
First recall Cartan's formulas with ingredients { i x , C x , d , [ , ]) as follows 
d.^d]=0, Cx = [ix,d], [Cx^iy] = [Cx, Cy] = C^xyy 
(4.4.1) 
Here X, V are vector fields on a manifold, zx is the interior product with respect 
to X , Cx is the Lie derivative with respect to X , d is the de Rham differential 
and [ ; ] is the graded commutator of differential forms except on the right hand 
side of the last two formulas, which denote the Lie brackets. 
On TM®T*M, there is a differential system with ingredients Cx, dn, oh) 
in analogy with the Cartan system we have just recalled. These ingredients are 
• X = e r{TM © T*M), in analogy with vector fields in Cartan's 
system. 
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• As defined in the previous section, ^x = 7(a:,e) is the Chfford algebra on 
TM®T*M, in analogy with ix in Cartan's system. Recall that when acting 
on differential forms f], 
Cx in analogy with the Lie derivative Cx in Cartan's system. Cx acts on 
differential forms Vl via, 
(4.4.2) 
• dn is the twisted differential on differential forms, in analogy with the de 
Rham differential d in Cartan's system, d^ = d + H acts on differential 
forms by 
dnQ = dn + H Afl. (4.4.3) 
• o^ in analogy with the Lie bracket in the Cartan's system is the (twisted) 
Dorfmann bracket defined previously by (4.2.11) in Section 4.2. 
We then claim that 
Proposition 4.5. In analogy with Cartan's formulas (4.4.1), the algebraic struc-
ture of the differential graded algebra on TM ® T*M can be stated as follows 
(1) [dH,dH]=0, 
(2) [ jx„1X,] = 2{XUX2), 
(3) [dnnx] = C,x, 
(4) = 7360^2), 
(5) [Cx-^ ^Cx ]^ = -CXIOHXS = '^PI.XSIH' 
(6) [ d H X x ] = Q , 
(4.4.4) 
where X,3ii,X2 € T{TM © T*M), 
algebra onTM ®T*M. 
(4.4.5) 
IS the graded commutator of the graded 
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from the definitions. 
(3) 
= Cx^ + {di + ixH) = Cx^. 
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(4) Starting with LHS: 
(6) 
(5) 
= CxA^x, + + {dii + ix,H) A {ix, + 6A)r2 
= - ix^d i^ - iX2^XiH) A n 
= [^XuX2\^  + (-Cxi^ - ^Xidii + ^Xl^ X2H) A Q = 
[dn, ^x] = dnidnlx + Ixdn) - [dulx + lxdH)dH = 0. 
C-x^Xxi] = - [c^ H, 7x2]'Call (via (3)) 
= ^Xi{dHlX2 + IXidn) - {dnlXi + lX2dH)^Xi 
= dHC.x^ lX2 + ^XilX2dH - dH'yx2^x, - lX2^x,dH (via (6)) 
= lx,o„X2dH + dHlxio„X2 (via (4)) 
= •^x.o^x. (via (3)). 
(4.4.6) 
Also by (5) we have 
= c X\oifX2 • 
• 
4.5 Courant bracket - extension of the Lie bracket 
The Courant bracket can be viewed as a natural extension of the Lie bracket on 
TM @ T*M in the following sense. 
The Lie bracket satisfies the following identity when acting on a form Q, [52]: 
HxuX2]^= [^ x ,^^ x2]d^ + d[ix,,ix2]d^ + - 2ix2d[ix^^)- (4.5.1) 
As observed by Gualtieri [32] (Lemma 4.24), the identity (4.5.1) for Lie bracket 
can be generalized to the Courant bracket on TM ®T*M, acting on forms via 
the Clifford action: 
= [^7x1-7x2]^ ^ + ld[ix,./yx2]+^xA^'X2^) - tx2d{ix,^), (4.5.2) 
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here XuX2 G T{TM ® T*M), and [ , ] is the graded commutator on the graded 
algebra on TM ®T*M. This extension of the Lie bracket can be generaUzed to 
the twisted Courant bracket as follows: 
Proposition 4.6. In terms of the generalized Cartan system (7(x,h)i [ , ]//), 
the twisted Courant bracket gives a natural extension of the Lie bracket on TM ® 
T*M acting on forms via the Clifford action: 
+7Xi • dnilXi • - 1x2 • duilx, • (4.5.3) 
Proof. RHS. of (4.5.3) can first be rearranged as follows 
-1x2 • dnilxi • 
= -^{ixi • 1x2 - 1x2 • Ixi) • du^ + i^duiix, • 7X2 • ^ - 1x2 • Ixi • 
+7xi • dH{7x2 • - 1x2 • dnilx, • 
= -(7x1 • - 1x2 • + ^x^ • 1x2^ - ^X2 • Ix,^) 
using Property (4) in Proposition 4.5 along with the definition (4.2.13) of the 
Dorfmann bracket, it follows that 
RHS. = 
= LHS. 
• 
Imposing d^fl = dQ + H A Q, the above relation can be expand and be 
rewritten as 
1 
where = (Xj, and the above is simply the twisted Courant bracket (4.2.10). 
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4.6 Dirac structure 
The vector space TM®T*M can often be decomposed into a direct sum of other 
spaces, for instance, maximally isotropic subspaces: 
Definition 4 .7. A subspace L G TM 0 T*M is isotropic if {X,Y) = 0 for all 
X,Y E r(L). If the dimension of L is maximal, i.e. dini{L) = dim{TM) then L 
is called maximally isotropic. 
If L and L' are two maximally isotropic subspace of TM ®T*M such that 
L n L' = 0, then the inner product defines an isomorphism L' = L*, and one can 
alternatively spht TM 0 T * M ^ L ® L'. 
Definition 4.8. A subspace L G r ( T M 0 T*M) is called involutive if it is 
closed with respect to the Courant bracket, i.e. 
e r(L), vXi,X2er(L). (4.6.1) 
Definition 4.9. If a maximally isotropic subspace L G TM ®T*M is involutive, 
which implies that L is integrable and in this case L is called a Dirac structure. 
Proposition 4.10 ([32] Proposition 2.37). Let L be a maximally isotropic sub-
bundle ofTM ®T*M, then L being involutive is equivalent to 
J(Xi,X2,X3) = 0, V3£, Gr(L), (4.6.2) 
Thus as a consequence: 
Proposition 4.11. Let L be a Dirac structure, together with the usual Leibnitz 
identity on L implies that L is a Lie algebroid. 
4.7 Generalized metric 
Recall that a Courant algebroid is endowed with a natural non-degenerate pairing 
( , ). One can generalize the concept of a Riemannian metric g on manifold M 
to a generalized metric G on TM ®T*M. First introduced by Gualtieri [32] and 
Witt [78], a generalized metric is defined by 
Definition 4.12. Let E = TM®T*M be the generahzed tangent space of M . A 
generalized metric G : <5 is an orthogonal and self adjoint operator such 
that 
( G e , e ) > 0 , Ve G r(<S) \ {0 } . (4.7.1) 
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Since G is symmetric and orthogonal, one notices that G is an involution 
G^ = GG' = GG-' = Id. (4.7.2) 
Therefore G splits £ into its ±l-eigenspaces, C±, i.e. 
TM®T*M = C+(DC.. (4.7.3) 
One can describe C± as a graph over TM, in terms of a metric g G Sym^T*M 
and a 2-form h e a'^T*M [161: 
= {X + {b + g){X)\XeTM} 
C_ = {X + {b-g){X)\X eTM}. (4.7.4) 
One can express G in terms of the metric g and the 5-fields b. Consider the 
case when 6 = 0, one finds Go = G{g, 6 = 0) in matric form is given by: 
Go = 
9 0 
(4.7.5) 
with the corresponding subbundles CQ±. 
Now turn on a 5-field b. Then C± can be obtained by 5-transform C± = 
e^Co±, and the generalized metric G transforms as G = e'^Goe~''. In matrix form 
G is thus given by 
G = 
/ 1 0 ^ ^ ^ 
b 1 
0 g-
9 0 
^ 1 
- h 1 g - hg-^h bg 
(4.7.6) 
Chapter 5 
T-duality and generalized 
geometry 
5.1 Introduction and outline 
T-duality originally arises as a symmetry of string theory which relates string 
theory compactified on large circles with string theory compactified on small 
circles. T-duality in string theory plays an important role as it relates string 
theory on different backgrounds and may be realized as a transformation between 
two-dimensional cr-models [29]. A two-dimensional a-model describes the world-
sheet theory of a string propagating on a target manifold M equipped with a 
Riemannian metric c/^  and an antisymmetric 5-field with string background 
defined by Eij = gij -I- b^ j. The transformation rules of the low energy effective 
fields under T-duality are given by the well-known Buscher rules. However. B-
fields are only defined on local patches of the underlying manifold, while globally 
we have a well-defined 3-form H = d B . Thus it is tempting to interpret the 
geometry of the underlying manifold in terms of H-Hux instead of 5-fields. 
Through examples in the hterature [4, 34], it is argued that T-duality leads to a 
topology change of the underlying manifold. To understand the global properties 
of T-duality in the presence of N S - N S 3-form //-flux, a systematic method has 
been developed by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6, 7]. 
In this construction of T-duality. a principal torus bundle E over M with a 
curvature 2-form F and T-dualizable //-flux is topologically determined by the 
pair {H.F). In the most general case, the flux [H] € H^{E) invariant with 
respect to the isometry can be decomposed via the Chern-Weil homomorphism 
into a four-tuple (//(3),//(2),//(i),//(o)) while the curvature class [F] G 
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can be characterized by a three-tuple (F(2),-F(i), F(o)). Here //(,) and F(i) are 
vector-valued 7-forms on M. The T-dual object is found to be classified by ^ = 
(/f(3),F(2),0,0) together with the triple F = (F(2), F(i), F(o)) = (//(2),//(i),//(o)) 
9]. It turns out that when H(i) 0 and H(q) ^ 0, the T-dual object characterized 
by the triple (F(2),-F(i), F(o)) is no longer a principal torus bundle [9, 62]. There 
are some proposals offered to interpret such an object [40, 62 . 
It was recently discovered by Gualtieri and Cavalcanti [16, 33] that generalized 
geometry provides a natural setting to study global T-duality. They showed that 
for a principal circle bundle E, the space of invariant sections of TE ®T*E 
together with a non-degenerate bilinear form ( , ) and the twisted Courant bracket 
I , J/f can be identified with a Courant algebroid. T-duality is then realized as an 
isomorphism of Courant algebroids. 
In particular, we extend the results of Gualtieri and Cavalcanti from principal 
circle bundles to general principal torus bundles with a generahzation of the 
Courant bracket which is invariant under T-duality in the presence of non-trivial 
background //-flux. 
We show that for a general principal torus bundle E over M, on the invariant 
sections of the generalized tangent space TM ® T*E, TE ®T*E together with a 
nondegenerate natural pairing ( , ), a generalized Courant bracket [ , }h , f and 
an anchor map p defines a Courant algebroid £ = (/?, M, | , Ih^f.p)- Thus a 
principal torus bundle E and its T-dual space E can be described in terms of 
an isomorphism of Courant algebroids related by T-duality. We also show that 
using the language of Courant algebroids, the T-duahty transformation rules for 
the fluxes (//, F) agree with the global T-duality due to Bouwknegt, Hannabuss 
and Mathai [9]. 
This chapter is organized as follows. 
In section 5.2, we introduce some basic concepts of the global properties of 
T-duality first developed by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6, 7] by considering 
two cases - principal circle bundles and principal torus bundles. In section 5.3 
we begin by reviewing Gualtieri and Cavalcanti's [16, 32] formalism of T-duality 
using the framework of generalized geometry for the case of principal circle bun-
dle, then we generalize this construction to the case of general principal torus 
bundles, and define a generalized Courant bracket on the generalized tangent 
space. In order to show that on the space of invariant sections, the generalized 
Courant bracket together with the natural pairing make the generalized tangent 
space into a Courant algebroid, we show in section 5.4 that one can consider the 
generalized Courant bracket as the bracket on the double of a proto-bialgebroid, 
5.2 Global T-duality ^ 
thus a generalized tangent space together with the generaUzed Courant bracket 
can be interpreted as the double of a proto-bialgebroid, or generally speaking, a 
Courant algebroid. 
Sections 5.3.2, 5.4.2 and 5.4 are collaborative works with Bouwknegt and 
Garretson [10, 11 . 
5.2 Global T-duality 
T-duality arises as the generalization of the R \/R invariance of string theory 
compactified on a circle of radius R. Recall in Section 3.2, T-duality from a local 
perspective is derived by gauging the isometries of a two-dimensional cr-model 
action, followed by coupling to Lagrangian multipliers which provide the extra 
coordinates of the dual cr-model. Integrating out the Lagrangian multipliers leads 
to the original action, whereas integrating out the gauge fields gives the dual a-
model action. The resulting Buscher rules give the local transformation rules for 
the metric and 5-field. Globally one would then like to derive the transformation 
rules for the globally defined / /-flux from the local transformation rules of the 
B-field. 
In Section 5.2.1 we first consider T-dualizing on a circle, i.e. we view the 
spacetime E as a principal circle bundle. Following the construction developed 
by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6], we start with the Buscher rules and derive 
the T-duality transformation rules of the globally defined //-flux. Section 5.2.2 
generalizes the principal circle bundle case to general principal torus bundles, 
following the construction developed in [8]. 
5.2.1 Principal circle bundles 
Let TT : E ^ M he a principal ^i-bundle with H-flux [H] e H^{E). When 
we choose a connection one-form A on E, and a metric g on the base A4, the 
canonical metric on E is given hy g ^ g + A i^i A. 
Locally the coordinates on E can be chosen to be x^ = or denoted 
{x'^, 6) on E such that the Killing vector of the S^ isometry is given by K = d/d6. 
And again locally H — db with b a two form required to be invariant, i.e. CJ) — 0. 
The invariance condition C^H = CJ) = 0 imply that the components //^fc and 
bij are independent of 9. 
The connection can be chosen locally as ^ = A,dx' = dO + A^dx^^, where 
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A^dx^ € The metric, g, and 5-field, b, can then be written as 
b = ^B^^dx" Adx"+ A{dO + A^dx''), 
Or, in matrix form, the components of metric and 5-field b are given by 
= 
Qf^iy "t" A^Ai, Afj^ 
\ A,. 
br, = ^ b^u + - A^b^) b^ ^ 
y -bu 0 
(5.2.1) 
(5.2.2) 
Applying the Buscher rules (3.2.9), the metric and the 5-field components after 
the T-duality transformation become 
9^, = 
\ b. 1 / 
b^iy A^ (5.2.3) 
From Eqn. (5.2.2) and Eqn, (5.2.3), we see that T-duality locally corresponds to 
the interchange between A^ and b .^ 
Denoting the coordinate of the dual circle by 9, we can define A = d9 + b^dx^ 
as a connection on a dual circle bundle -H : E ^ M. 
In local coordinates b becomes 
b = b + A a A - d9 Ade, (5.2.4) 
so that 
H-H = d{AAA) = FAA-AAF, (5.2.5) 
where F = dA and F = dA are the curvatures of A and A, respectively. 
Eqn. (5.2.5) can be rewritten as 
H-FAA = H-FAA. (5.2.6) 
The left hand side of (5.2.6) is a form on E, while the right hand side is a form 
on E. Therefore both sides need to equal a form //(3) defined on M, i.e. 
H = //(3) + A AF, 
H = /f(3) + A AF. (5.2.7) 
Now let us denote H = //(s) + A A H^^) by (i/(3), //(2)) and H = H^^) + A A F 
by (i/(3),F), with H(2) = F = tt^H and = F = n^H. Here vr, and 
denote the pushforward maps of the bundle projections tt and on £" and E, 
respectively. Then a T-duality transformation corresponds to the interchange of 
the pairs F) ^ (F, 
5.2 Global T-duality ^ 
Theorem 5.1 (BHM [8]). A principal torus bundle E ^ M with T-dualizable H-
flux IS determined topologically by {H, F) while its T-dual E ^ M is determined 
by {H, F). The H-flux and its dual are given by 
H = 
H = i f ( 3 ) + i A F , (5.2.8) 
where //(3) e ^^(M), F G (resp. F G nHM,t*)), and A fresp A) is 
a connection one form on E (resp. E) taking value in the Lie algebra t. Here t 
denote the Lie algebra of S^ and t* denote the dual Lie algebra. 
As a result, H-flux and the first Chern class of the bundle are exchanged under 
T-duality: 
' (5,2.9) F = n,H, F = n^H. 
5.2.2 Principal torus bundles 
To generalize the previous construction to principal torus bundles, we need to 
define the following notions. 
Let TT : E ^ M he a principal T"-bundle, and t and t* the Lie algebra of T" 
and its dual, respectively. Let us choose a basis = 1 , . . . ,n) of t and a 
corresponding dual basis {ta} of t*. The connection A and curvature F ^ dA are 
t-valued, expressed as 
A = AJ", F = Fat" = dAj". (5.2.10) 
Denoting the T-dual of E by E. one defines 
Definition 5.2. The correspondence space of E and E is the fibered product 
E Xm E = { ( x , x ) & E X E\n{x) = 7r(i;)}, with the following commutative 
diagram; 
E x m E (5.2.11) 
That is to say, the correspondence space is the higher dimensional space con-
taining both the original space and its dual, such that there exist two independent 
projections which give the original space E and the dual geometry E. 
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The action of T" on E associates to each element X e t & vector field which 
we will also denote by X. 
Def in i t ion 5.3. For all X e t, a form Q G ^' '{E) is called invariant if = 0. 
In the construction of global T-duality, we only consider principal torus bun-
dles E with the "T-dualizable" i/-fluxes which admit a T-dual. 
Def in i t ion 5.4. An //-flux on E is a closed integral 3-form H G H is 
called T-dualizable if there exists a closed t*-valued 2-form F on M such that 
dH = Q 
ixH = Tr*F{X), (5.2.12) 
for all X G t, and F{X) G is the dual pairing of F G with 
X G t. 
Pairs (//, F) satisfying (5.2.12) are called T-dualizable fluxes. 
It follows from Definition (5.4) that all T-dualizable fluxes (//, F) satisfy 
jCxH = CxF = 0, yXet. (5.2.13) 
Propos i t ion 5.5 ([31]). Let Q{E)^nv be forms invariant under the t / ( l ) " isom-
etry. There is an isomorphism H*{E) = H*{yt{E)inv,d), i.e. every cohomology 
class in H{E) contains an invariant representative. 
One can then decompose an invariant form Q''{E)inv by 
= 0 {n^iM) ® An*). (5.2.14) 
p+g=k 
For instance, one can decompose //-flux as: 
H = //(3) + A //("2) + ^Aa A Ah A //(t) + ^Aa AAbAA^A H^^f, (5.2.15) 
where //(j) G / / ' (M, A^'H*). 
In a short-hand notation, let us denote the above decomposition by the 4-tuple 
H = //(2), //(I), //(O))-
This way of decomposing the fluxes [H] G H^{E) by the //(a)'s is referred to 
as d imens iona l reduct ion or Chern-Wei l homomorph i sm . 
Suppose we are given a principal T"-bundle over M with //-flux H G H^{E) 
and curvature F G H^{M) satisfying (5.2.12). Upon dimensional reduction. 
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{H,F) is characterized by the tuple ((//(3),//(2),//(i),//(o)), (-^ '(2), 0,0)), where 
//(,) e Q ' (M)® A^-H* and G A^'H. The T-dual fluxes H and F char-
acterizing the T-dual object can be deduced from the Gysin sequence of principal 
torus bundles [9], and the resulting {H ,F ) on E, upon dimensional reduction, is 
found to be characterized by the tuple {{H{3), H{2), -^(i)i ^(o)), (-^(2), -^(i); -^(o))) = 
((//(3), F(2), 0, 0), (//(2), //(I), H(q))). I.e. T-duality exchanges the role of H^i) and 
F(,). In the case when is a principal circle bundle, //(i) and //(o) vanish and 
T-duality exchanges H(2) and F(2) • This is in agreement with the T-duality trans-
formation rule given by (5.2.9). 
A question we would like to pose at this point is; What is the topology of the 
dual space characterized by such an H and F, i.e. when F(i) and (or) F(o) are 
nonzero? What type of topology change of the underlying manifold is a result of 
T-duality transformation? 
Possible interpretations: 
Here are two possible interpretations for the T-dual of a principal torus bundle 
with non-trivial //-flux: 
(1) The T-dual manifold as a field of non-commutative / nan-associative tori: 
For a principal torus bundle E with non-vanishing E is characterized 
hy H ^ (//(3),//(2).//(I), 0) and F = (F(2),0,0), while the T-dual object is char-
acterized by = (//(3),F(2),0.0) and F = (i/(2),//(i), 0). It was proposed by 
Mathai and Rosenberg [62, 63, 64] that the T-dual space in this case turns out 
to be a continuous field C of noncommutative tori. I.e. the fibre over a point in 
the base M is a noncommutative torus. Let 0 e [0,1] be the non-commutativity 
parameter, the non-commutative torus Ag can be realized as taking the cross 
product C(T) X Z, where the generator of Z acts on T by rotation through an 
angle of 27r0. It turns out that when 0 is rational, Ae is Morita equivalent to 
C(T^) [62]. Thus in this approach, the action of T-duality is considered as taking 
the crossed-product algebra. 
Next consider a principal T"-bundle E with if-flux and curvature F such that 
upon dimensional reduction, ( / / , F) is characterized by ((//(a),//(2), i/(o)), 
(F(2),0,0)). In this case when //(o) is also nonzero, {H ,F ) on the dual bundle 
E upon dimensional reduction, is classified by ((//(3), F(2), 0,0), (//(2), //(i), //(o))). 
In this case the T-dual object carries an integral class [H(o)] G A^t*). It is 
well known that such a class often corresponds to nonassociativity [15, 42]. Thus 
in this case the T-dual bundle is proposed to be a continuous field of noncommu-
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tative, nonassociative tori [9 . 
(2) The T-dual manifold as a non-geometric object called a T-fold: 
Consider a string theory on a spacetime which is locally viewed as a T"-bundle 
E over M. In this construction, the fibre of E is doubled from a T" to a T^", so 
that globally there is an extended space E which is a T^"-bundle over N. String 
theory on - a T"-bundle over M - becomes a string theory on the extended 
space E. A choice of a subspace T" e T^" gives rise to a physical subspace. For 
a geometric background, the local choice of T" fit together to give a space which 
is a T"-bundle. When considering a non-geometric string background, the local 
choice of T" do not fit together to form a manifold but rather a non-geometric 
object called the T-fold [39, 40, 41 . 
T-folds, originally constructed by Hull [39], are spaces where T-dualities can 
be transition functions between local patches. T-folds locally look like a conven-
tional patch of a spacetime with a torus fibration, where the transition functions 
also include T-duality transformations. 
5.3 T-duality and generalized geometry 
Let be a principal T"-bundle. The generalized tangent space, TE®T*E, is the 
natural object in generalized geoemtry It was first realized by Cavalcanti and 
Gualtieri [16, 33] that one can build a framework on generalized tangent space 
to study T-duality, in particular, T-duality can be viewed as an isomorphism of 
Courant algebroids. 
This section is organized as follows. Section 5.3.1 starts with the simple case, 
T-duality for principal circle bundles with non-trivial H-fiux. To built up a frame-
work on generalized geometry for T-duality, we follow the constructions in [16] 
and firstly define a T-duality map between the complexes of invariant differential 
forms and a T-duality map between invariant sections of the generalized tangent 
space. A twisted Courant bracket is then defined as the natural bracket on the 
generalized tangent space. At the end of this section we review an important 
theorem due to Cavalcanti and Gualtieri [16] - Theorem 5.9 concludes that on 
the invariant sections of the generalized tangent spaces, a principal circle bundle 
and its T-dual space can be related as a pair of isomorphic Courant algebroids. 
In section 5.3.2, we generalize the previous construction to the case when the 
underlying manifold is a principal torus bundle. We then generalized Theorem 
5.9 to general principal torus bundles. 
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5.3.1 Principal circle bundles 
Let us consider a principal 5^-bundle E over M, with t (= M) the Lie algebra of 
S^ and t* the dual algebra. Let A he a t-valued connection one-form on E. 
An invariant section of TE®T*E is denoted hy X = {X, E) G r{TE®T*E)si. 
Any invariant section can further be written in dimensionally reduced form as 
e {T{TM) X C°°(M , t)) x {T{T*M) x C°°{M..t*)). This is equivalent 
to X = X + fdA and 2 = gA, where A is a connection on E and Sa is the 
vector field dual to A. 
An invariant fc-form fl on E can be decomposed as Q = Jl(fc) + A w h e r e 
Q(i) G and we will often use the short-hand notation Q = (r^ (fc), ^{k-i))-
In this section, we define T-duality maps r and fi between invariant dif-
ferential forms on E and E and invariant sections of the generalized tangent 
spaces TE®T*E and TE®T*E, respectively. Following the introduction of the 
twisted Courant bracket on the generalized tangent space, we review the impor-
tant theorem 5.9 linking generalized geometry and T-duality due to Cavalcanti 
and Gualtieri [16, 33]. 
T-duality maps 
Let us first introduce a T-duality map r between the complexes of invariant 
differential forms, r : n*(£')si VL'{E)gi by 
T(Q(fc) + .4 A = + i A ^(K) (5.3.1) 
which can be written in the short handed form: 
Q(fc_i)) = ^(fe)). (5.3.2) 
Theorem 5 .6 ([6]). The map r : {n*{E)s^,dH) {Q'{E)gi,-d^) is an isomor-
phism of differential com,plexes, where dn is the twisted differential dn = d + H 
and acts on invariant forms by 
d H n = d n + H A n . ( 5 . 3 . 3 ) 
The T-duality map r has the following property. If we T-dualize twice and 
choose A = A, then on invariant forms it is clear that r^ = - I d . 
We also have a T-duality map of invariant sections ^p : T{{TE © 7*^)51) 
V{{TE®T*E)s^) by 
= (5.3.4) 
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It is obvious that ip^  = Id and is an isomorphism between invariant sections of 
TE © T*E and TE ® T*E. 
Remark 5.7. This map tp along with the fibre orientation reversing automor-
phism ip'{x, f]^, g) = {x,—f]^,—g) generate the four element T-duality group 
0(1,1, Z). As we will see in Section 5.5, the generalized metric defined in Section 
4.7 can be transported using the T-duality map and as a result reclaim the 
Buscher rules. 
r also induces an isomorphism of Clifford modules A*{T*E)si = A'{T*E)gi, 
I.e. 
Theorem 5.8. Let be an invariant form and recall that the Clifford action of 
7(x,h) on Q, is given by 
7(;S:,e) • ^^ = ix^^ + E 
Then for X = (X, H) G T{TE) x r{T*E) 
r(7x • f^) = • r(r2). (5.3.5) 
Proof First, let us compute the Clifford action using the short-hand notation: 
^{k-1)) = {{ix^(k) + ^ A + /f](/c-i)), {-t^n^k-i) - c A ^(fc-i) 
= (7(x,o • ^(k) + f^{k-i), -7(x,o • ^ (^fc-i) + 9^(k))- (5.3.6) 
Then apply r to the above equation we find 
• = (7(x,0 • - • + /^^(fc-1)), (5.3.7) 
while computing the right-hand side of equation (5.3.5) we find 
7(x,s;e,/) • (t-^) = 7(x,s;^ ,/) • (-^(fc-l),f^(fc)) 
= (-7(,t,c) • ^(k-i) + 9^(k), -7(.t,c) • ^(k) - /r^(fc^i)).(5.3.8) 
From relations (5.3.7) and (5.3.8), we have arrived at the proof. • 
Twisted Courant bracket 
Recall from Section 4.2 that the twisted Courant bracket for = G 
r{TE®T*E) is defined by 
1(^ 1: ), (X2, =2)1 // = ( , X2], Cx,H2 - Cx^Ei - E2-1x2^1) + iXii-x^H), 
(5.3.9) 
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where H = H(3) + A A H{2) • 
Let F = dA he the curvature two-form on E. The Lie bracket on {TE)si is 
given by [32 
[{^ufl), ix2,f2)] — (Ill, X2\, X\ + (5.3.10) 
where /,) e T{TM) x C°°(M, t). 
Thus in dimensionally reduced form, the twisted Courant bracket is given by 
{X2,f2]^2,g2)]H = {[Xl,X2],Xi{f2) - Xiifl) + tx.lx^F] 
- C^Ai) + {92ix,F - gii^^F) - - ix^ii) + + f2dgi 
-fldg2 - C?/25i) + {hlx,H(2) - / l ^ x j ^ ( 2 ) ) , 2^1(52) - 3:2(51) 
(5.3.11) 
The above bracket by construction has the properties of a Courant bracket, i.e. 
it is antisymmetric and it satisfies a Jacobiator condition (4.2.8). 
Together with Theorem 5.8, the properties of the T-duahty maps and r are 
encoded in the following theorem, proved in [16]: 
Theorem 5.9 ([16]). The following hold: 
1. ip IS orthogonal with respect to the non-degenerate bilinear form { , ) on 
invariant sections {TE ® T*E)si and {TE © hence it induces an 
isomorphism of Clifford algebras, CL{TE © ^ CL{TE ® T*E)si; 
2. If defines an automorphism of the Courant bracket, {T{TE®T*E), | , Jh) 
(5.3.12) 
3. As a result of (5.3.5), r induces an isomorphism, of Clifford modules, i.e. 
An important conclusion of the above theorem can be stated as follows: 
Any structure on E in terms of the natural pairing, the twisted 
Courant bracket and invariant forms (closed forms) has a correspond-
ing one on the dual space E. 
Since {TE ®T*E)si together with the natural pairing ( , ) and the twisted 
Courant bracket [ , jn defines a Courant algebroid. Theorem 5.9 states that the 
Courant algebroids defined by invariant sections of a pair of T-dual principal 
circle bundles are isomorphic. 
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5.3.2 Principal torus bundles 
In this section we extend the previous construction of principal -bundles to 
general principal T"-bundles. 
T-duality map 
The T-duality maps defined in section (5.3.1) can be generalized for principal 
torus bundles as follows. 
For a principal T"-bundle, the T-duality map between invariant sections of 
TE © T*E and TE ® T*E is defined by = here 
= /a , . . . ,y") , (5.3.13) 
i.e. Lpa is the T-duality map of invariant sections in the a — th circle of T". 
The T-duality map between invariant forms r is simply defined by r = Ti . . . t„ 
where r^ is T-duality with respect to the a-th circle. 
Properties of Tq: 
(1) Due to the antisymmetry of Aa A A^, the r^'s anti-commute: 
TaTfc = -ThTa. (5.3.14) 
(2) The map r^ acts on invariant forms as the Clifford action of {—dAa,^a) 
followed by replacing the remaining Aa with Aa- As an example, consider the 
case when E is a principal T^-bundle. The map Tj acts on an invariant form 
Q = A Qi via 
Similarly, the map T2 acts on Cl as 
MQ) = AQi) 
= A A fi^ {A2 A2) 
= i 2 A ^ i A r 2 ^ 
Since t = Tj . . . t„ and each t^ satisfies Eqn. (5.3.5), we immediately have 
Theorem 5.10. 
r(7:Ef)) = (-l)"7v.WT(Q), (5.3.15) 
where X G r{TE®T*E)jn. 
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Example 5.11. Consider a principal T^-torus bundle E. Any invariant /c-form 
on E can be written in the following dimensionally reduced form 
n = + A + A A A 
= n(fc) + ^i + + A^2Ari(fc_2)- (s.s.ie) 
In shorthand, we denote this by 
\ 
V ^ (^fe-i) / 
\ ) "(fc-2);-
Applying T-duality map r 
= ( - a ^ , , Ai) • i -dA, . ^2) • (n^k) + A + A + .4i A ^ A Q^I^)) 
with (A2 A2) 
= ( -dA , ,A j ) • (A2 A (^fc) + i a A A - + A 
with (Ai i i ) ) 
= A i 2 A + i 2 A - i i A -
= C-O12 
/ \ 
Thus 
V ^ (^fc-1) / 
And it is easy to verify that r^ = - 1 . 
'^(fc-2)) — ( ^(fc-2)' 
V ^(fc-1) ) 
(5.3.17) 
Generalized Courant bracket 
To generalize the Courant bracket on a principal T"-bundle. let us first make the 
following observation. 
Consider the i{xuh.a)Hx2j2.a)^ term in the twisted Courant bracket (5.3.11), 
expanding this twisting term gives us 
Hx^Jl,a)Hx2,f2,h)^ = ixi'«X2 ^ (3) - /2,b«xi ^ ('2) + /l,0^X2-^ (2) 
+ fl,af2,bH(^^ + Aa A ~ 12^1x1^(1) + fl,blx2^^(\) 
+/l,6/2,ci^(t). (5.3.18) 
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Applying the T-duality map ip to the Courant bracket (5.3.11), we find the 
corresponding term 
Hxuh.a)Hx2,h,^ )H = + K - /2Vxi^(2) + /l,a?X2 , (5.3.19) 
here F € ^^(M) (g) t and we denote F = (F(2),0,0). 
Recall that from Theorem 5.9, the twisted Courant bracket is preserved under 
the map '-f in the case of principal circle bundles. We expect the same rule for 
principal torus bundles. However, it is obvious that for non-zero //(i) and 7/(o) 
the map ip does not preserve the twisted Courant bracket by comparing (5.3.18) 
and (5.3.19). To resolve this, we need to generalize the twisted Courant bracket 
(5.3.11) by adding terms involving g's and contractions of x with new variables 
F(i) G fl\M) 0 a H and F(o) G C°°{M) (g) a H , i.e. we arrive at the "generalized 
Courant bracket" | , ]h,f given in terms of dimensional reduced form 
(5.3.20) 
{Xl{f2,a) - X2ifl,a)) + + F(^l)ab - 5l^ X2 (^l)a6 - giglF(o)abc] 
ab (.92-^(2)0 - gi1'X2F{2)a) + (./2,a?xi " ./l,a?X2-^ ("2)) ~ ./l,0/2,6^^(1) 
-X2{g1) + + (/2.a^x,//^) - /l,a^X2i^(^) - /l,6/2,ci/(t)-
To write (5.3.20) in a more invariant notation, let us introduce 2(i-dimensional 
vectors and forms 
h = 
V 5 / 
as well as 
G C ° ° ( M , t e r ) , = 
^ F ^ 
\ ^H) J 
G A^-HeA^-H*), (5.3.21) 
V 0 
(5.3.22) 
and write X = (x, i^ ). 
Then the generalized Courant bracket can be rewritten as 
- {h^J) {h2J)To) , (5.3.23) 
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from which is is obvious that the 0 ( n , n) T-duahty group provides automorphisms 
of this generahzed Courant bracket. 
With the T-duahty maps r and if and the newly defined generahzed Courant 
bracket, we have thus generahzed Theorem 5.9 to general principal torus bundles: 
Theorem 5 .12 . The following hold 
1. If is orthogonal with respect to the non-degenerate bilinear form { , ) on 
the invariant sections of [TE ®T* E) and {TE®T*E), hence it induces an 
isomorphism of Clifford algebras on the invariant sections of {TE © T*E) 
and {TE®T*E). 
2. ip defines an automorphism of the generalized Courant bracket | , on 
the invariant sections of {TE © T*E) and {TE ®T*E), i.e. 
^([(a^l, fl,a\6, /2,a; 6 , 92)\h,f) 
= (5-3.24) 
3. T induces an isomorphism of Clifford modules on the invariant sections of 
{TE®T*E) and {TE®T*E) via (5.3.15). 
A question which arises naturally at this point is, does the space of invariant 
sections of {TE © T*E) together with the natural non-degenerate pairing ( , ) 
and the generalized Courant bracket | , Ji^ ^^ r define a Courant algebroid, which is 
introduced previously in Section 2.3.2? Can we still interpret T-duality between 
a Principal T"-bundle and its dual in terms of an isomorphism between a pair of 
Courant algebroids? 
Originally we expect that the generalized Courant bracket can be interpreted 
as the bracket of a Courant algebroid. However, upon taking the natural anchor 
map p : (x, / ; g) {x, /), one finds 
p{l{XlJl,a] /2,a; 92)}h,f) = /l.aj g^), p{X2, f2,a\ 
(5.3.25) 
I.e. 
p([(a:i, /l,a; /2,a; 6 , 52)1//.f) + [p{xi, fl,a,^u9i), P{^2, f2,a\6, 9^) 
(5.3,26) 
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Thus the space of invariant sections of {TE ® T*E) together with the non-
degenerate pairing ( , ) and the generahzed Courant bracket fail to be a Courant 
algebroid with the natural anchor map. 
We can, however, choose the anchor map as a projection onto the base 
manifold M , po : (^",0). The Courant algebroid with this an-
chor map is only defined over the base manifold, i.e. one can take {TM © 
T*M,PO, ( , ), I , ]H,F) and this is a Courant algebroid. 
To resolve this problem of { T E ® T * E ) j n failing to have an interpretation of a 
Courant algebroid, we show in the next section that one can construct a Courant 
algebroid on the invariant sections of {TE ® T*E) with the generalized Courant 
bracket from the double of a proto-bialgebroid {TE,T*E). 
5.4 Generalized Courant bracket of a Courant 
algebroid 
Recall that for E a principal 5^-bundle, the (twisted) Courant bracket on invari-
ant sections of TE®T*E makes it into a Courant algebroid, it is natural to ask if 
this is true for general principal T"-bundles with the generalized Courant bracket 
(5.3.2). 
In this section, we will redefine the generalized Courant bracket as a derived 
bracket on a symplectic manifold (cf. Section 2.3.4). Thus when £ is a principal 
T"-bundle, on the invariant sections of {TE®T*E), {TE®T*E) can be realized 
as the double of a proto-bialgebroid defined previously in Section 2.3.4, i.e. a 
Courant algebroid. As a result, for a principal T"-bundle E, the space of invariant 
sections of TE ®T*E together with a non-degenerate bilinear form ( , ) and the 
generalized Courant bracket | defines a Courant algebroid. As a result, 
T-duality can be realized as a map relating isomorphic Courant algebroids. 
5.4.1 TE ®T*E SiS Si Courant algebroid 
Let be a principal T"-bundle over M {dim{M) = d). Let us choose coordinates 
{ x , } = {x-^, Xa}(yu = 1 , . . . , d; a = 1 , . . . , n) on E, and coordinates {x\ x*, C ) 
on T*{nT*E). 
Let {TE,T*E) be a proto-bialgebroid defined previously in Section 2.3.4, 
with proto-bialgebroid structures (/i, 7 , ip, tjj) which are degree 3-functions on 
T*{UT*E). The structures {FI, 7 , IP, are required to satisfy the condition (2.3.42). 
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We choose the proto-algebroid structures 7, (/?, •0) on {TE, T*E) as follows 
1 
7 = i^q.^'CMe, 
1 
0 = + + + (5.4.1) 
Here / , g, and t/; can be identified with //'s and F's via 
'(0) 
^ ( t = v^bcre'r. (5.4.2) 
Next we will construct the anchor map, the quasi-differential and the Courant 
bracket correspond to the above defined proto-bialgebroid structures. 
Anchor map 
The anchor map p on TE ®T*E is defined by 
p(X + E) + (5.4.3) 
with pte and pt'e given, respectively by 
PTE{X){f) = 
PT 'E im i ) = (5.4.4) 
where X G r(TE), E e r{T*E), f e and 9 ^ p + -y + if + 
Consider the anchor map on invariant sections of TE®T*E. For (x, i^ , Qo) 
an invariant section of TE ®T*E, the anchor map gives 
p { x j ' ; ^ , g a ) { f ) = x^x;{f) + r x : i f ) = x^d,j + r d j . (5.4.5) 
In this case the anchor becomes 
= (5.4.6) 
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Quasi-difTerentials vs twisted differential 
The associated quasi-differentials, and d-y on r{/\*T*E) and r{A'TE) are given 
by 
= d^X = {j,X}. (5.4.7) 
The quasi-differentials d^ and d-^  are "quasi" in the sense that they do not 
square to zero but satisfy the following relations: 
(5.4.8) 
The quasi-differential relations (5.4.8) are equivalent to the first two of the five 
constraints placed on the proto-bialgebroid structures (2.3.42): 
+ = 0, 
+ = 0, 
+ = 0, 
= 0. 
(5.4.9) 
Substituting (5.4.1) into (5.4.9) and making the identification given by (5.4.2), 
we find the following constraints on H's and F's 
+ F(2)a A = 0, 
+ ^ = 
+ Fmc A //fot = 0, 
= (5.4.10) 
dF(^2)a + F(^l)ab A = 0, 
dF(\)ab + F(0)abc A = 0) 
dF(Q)abc = 0 . 
Courant bracket 
Recall in Section 2.3.4 that the double of a proto-bialgebroid {TE,T*E), given 
by TE®T*E is a Courant algebroid, and is equipped with the Dorfmann bracket 
on T E ® T * E defined by the derived bracket 
(Xi + Si) o (^2 + E2) = {{X, + El, X2 + E2}, 
for G r(r^ ) and H, € r{T*E). 
(5.4.11) 
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T h e Lie bracket on TE and T*E are given by 
— 1, —2 = (5.4.12) 
Using an analogous notation for the interior product and the Lie derivations, 
let us define 
= dfj,ix = d^iE + isd^-
Thus the components of (5.4.11) can be written as 
X10X2 = [XuX2]^ + lx,lX2'>P, 
X10E2 = + 
Si o A'a -
E , o E 2 - + (5.4.13) 
O n invariant sections of TE ®T*E the bracket becomes 
= { { - ^ c + f i C + + . 9 1 , a ^ , TX + . m : + + 5 2 , a n 
= [xi, X2] + X i ( / 2 ) - X2 ( / l ) + + ^f.uAxtx'^e + 
+ '0a6^/T/2f + <i''\x1g2,ail + + t.,dg2 + / ^ / x ^ y z . a ^ 
+ f^.u^AgiX - - ix.dg, + d/fj^a.a + /z d^i.a 
+ + (5.4.14) 
the indices i/, 7 = 1 , . . . , dim{M), a.b,c = 1,... ,n, while i, j — I,... , rank{E). 
In terms of H's and F ' s , the above Dorfmann bracket can be rewritten as 
o ( ^ 2 , / 2 , a ; 6 , 5 2 ) = ( . 2:2], ( /2 ) - X2 ( / l ) + '^ x^  •P(2)a 
+ (/2,a^xi-^(2) " /l,a^X2-^(2)) ~ /l,a/2,6-f^(\') + (^2 -^ "(2)0 " Pi ^xj •f'(2)a) 
+ (/2,a^x.//(t) - / l , a ^ x . / / f ) ) - / l , a / 2 . 6 / / ( t ) - (5-4.15) 
T h e bracket (5.4.15) is exactly the Dorfmann bracket corresponding to the gener-
alized Courant bracket (5.3.20) defined in Section 5.3.2. Therefore for a principal 
torus bundle, the generalized Courant bracket (5.3.20) on invariant sections of 
TE ® T*E can be alternatively defined via the derived bracket (5.4.11) with 
structures given by (5.4.1). 
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Therefore we conclude that the space of invariant sections of TE ®T*E with 
the generalized Courant bracket defines a Courant algebroid, with H's and F's 
required to satisfy (5.4.10). 
At this point we have not specified [ , the Lie bracket on T*M given in 
terms of the proto-bialgebroid structure q"-''^ . Later in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, 
we will study the special cases when [ , is defined via a Poisson structure [56]. 
The first example in Section 5.4.3 is my own work, while the second example 
in Section 5.4.4 is due to Garretson [26 . 
5.4.2 Generalized Cartan system 
Recall in Section 4.5 that the Courant bracket can be viewed as an extension of 
the Lie bracket, acting on forms via the Cliff'ord action on the generalized tangent 
space. The twisted Courant bracket | , and the twisted differential (IH are 
compatible in the sense of Proposition 4.6. 
In this section, we generalize Proposition 4.6 to general principal T"-bundles, 
showing that the generalized Cartan system in Proposition 4.5 can be formulated 
similarly for principal torus bundles, with the generalized Courant bracket [ , 
and the differential d .^ 
Let ba a principal torus bundle, with de the differential defined in terms of 
the structure 0 = + 7 + + V and the canonical Poisson bracket on T*{I[T*E)\ 
dr = {e, - ) . (5.4.16) 
The differential dg acts on JC = (A' + H) and gives 
de{X + E) = d^E + d^X + i x ^ + i^ p^, (5.4.17) 
where c?^  and d^ are the quasi-differential defined by (5.4.7). 
Also recall from the previous section, the (generalized) Dorfmann bracket is 
given by 
= (5.4.18) 
Let us define the generalized Cartan system on TE(BT*E with the ingredients 
given by: 
• X = (X, 0 e r{TE®T*E), in analogy with vector fields in Cartan's system. 
• in analogy with tx in Cartan's system, acts on differential forms via 
= 
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• Cx in analogy with the Lie derivative in Cartan's system, is defined by 
(5.4.19) 
• A differential de defined by (5.4.16), in analogy with the de Rham difTeren-
tial d in Cartan's system. 
• The Dorfmann bracket oj^  p defined by (5.4.18), in analogy with the Lie 
bracket in Cartan's system. 
Thus we claim: 
Proposition 5.13. The generalized Cartan formulaes defined in Section 1^.5 on 
TE ®T*E can be generalized as follows 
il)[de,de] = 0, 
{3)[de,jx] = J^x, 
(4) ['C3:1,7X2] = '-fXiOH,FX2, 
{6)[de,Cx]^0, 
where Xj € T{TE(BT*E) and [ , ] the graded commutator of the graded algebra 
on TE®T*E. 
Proof (1) 
(2) and (3) by definition. 
(4) 
,de] = 2{e,{er}} = 0. (5.4.20) 
= dg-fXilX2 + lxidefx2 - lx2de'yx, - lx2lxide 
= {3ei, •}}} + {Xi, {0, •}}} - {X2, {0, { X i . . } } } 
= ' • (5.4.21) 
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(6) 
(5) 
de,Cx] = dede^tx + de-fxde - de-fxde - dedg-fx 
= 0. (5.4.22) 
{delx^ + Ixide){de-{X2 + IXide) - {de'yx2 + lX2de){de^x, + Ix.de) 
{X i , R •} } } } + R m , R •} } } } 
{9,, {6, •}}}} + {Xi, {^2, {e, •}}}} 
- R {e, { X i , . } } } } - {X2, {X i , {0, • } } } } 
- { ^ 2 , R {e, {X i , • } } } } - {X2, R {X i , {0, • } } } } 
{0, {X i , { {X2 ,0 } , •}}} + {X i , {e, { R X2}, •}}} 
-{9, {X2, { { X i , •}}} - {X2, R { R X i } , •}}} 
{ R { R X i } , X 2 } } , - } + { { R X I } , X 2 } , R } } 
(5.4.23) 
• 
The following theorem follows immediately 
Theorem 5.14. The generalized Courant bracket is related to the Lie bracket 
and twisted differential de through the relation: 
= >7x2] • deO, + [7x1,73^2] • + 7^1 • de{-fx2 ' 
-7x2 • dg{-ix, (5.4.24) 
5.4.3 Example: Principal torus bundles with Poisson struc-
tures 
Consider a principal T"-bundle E over M with a Poisson structure 11. Let us 
choose coordinates { x i } = {x^, Xa}{n = 1,..., dim{M)] a = 1 , . . . , n) on Sup-
pose n has components only on the fibre of the bundle, i.e. locally on T*{I[T*E) 
the Poisson structure is given by IT = 
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{TE,T*E) is a proto-bialgebroid with structures given by (5.4.1), 
except in this case the structure 7 is replaced by 7 = {m, H}, i.e. the derived 
bracket corresponding to 7 is the Koszul bracket on one-forms [53]: 
[e, vh = { {7 , a , v} = C^HV - - rj)). (5.4.25) 
We can re-define if = A^n i^p. Thus in local coordinates on T*UA, the proto-
algebroid structures are given by 
^ = + i M ^ ' C e + + (5.4.26) 
for implicity, we relabel 'ipabc = and = 
Recall in Section 2.3.4 that in order for to define a 
proto-bialgebroid, we need the consistency relations given by (5.4.9). 
It follows from (5.4.26) that {/i, = { 7 , 7 } = 0. Thus the consistency 
relations (5.4.9) breakdown to the following sets of relations: 
= = 0. 
+ = (5.4.27) 
= = {7; 7} = {M,/^} = 0, 
Substituting (5.4.26) into (5.4.27) gives us the following set of conditions: 
- f^^ u '^^ a-r^ = 0, 
di.ilpau',) + f^ u'^ i^ ba-, = 0, 
dMabv) - T f^f.u i^'abc = 0, c„ 2-' 
d^ii^abc) = 0. 
= = 0, (5.4.28) 
On invariant sections of TE®T*E, the Dorfmann bracket defined by these struc-
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tures is given by 
= { { ^ r c + / r c + + 5 1 , a ^ , n , + f ^ c + u . e + g 2 , a n 
= [Xr.,X2] + X,{f2) - X2(/l) + + + V'aMt/^^r 
+ + - ^ x.d^i - txjgi 
+dr,92,a + ndg.^a + + . (5.4.29) 
is invariant under T-duality transformation (/? defined in Section 5.3.2, with the 
corresponding terms exchange under T-duality: 
^ V a , (5.4.30) 
g"'^ ^ (5-4.31) 
^ V'abc. (5.4.32) 
If one makes the identification 
Ht = ''j^abccee, (^2)a = f^^^ecc, (5.4.33) 
we see that T-duality exchanges (//(2),//(i),//(o)) with (F(2), F(i), F(o)) as one 
would expect. 
In terms of the H and F, the set of consistency relations (5.4.27) become 
d//(3) - = 0, 
dH{2) + = 0, 
dHf - = 0, 
dH^^ '^ ' = 0, (5.4.34) 
dF(^2)a = 0, 
dF i^)ab = 0, dF(i)abH'^ 2) ^ dF(i)abH1 i^) = 0. dF(i)abH^Q) = 0, 
dF(0)a6c = 0, dF^0)abcH^ = 0, dF^o)abcHf = 0, dF^o)abcH^^{ = 0. 
By specifying the structure 7 so that the Lie bracket on T*E is replaced by the 
Koszul bracket on one forms, the set of constraints (5.4.28) is a set of stricter 
constraints on the H and F than (5.4.10). 
In this example, the principal T"-bundle with Poisson structure 11 is character-
ized by the //-flux H = (//(3), H(2), -^(i), .^ (O)) and the three tuple (F(2), F(i), F(o)). 
Here F(2) is the curvature two form, F(i) = dU. and F(o) = (A^tt")//. 
5.4 Generalized Courant bracket of a Courant algebroid ^ 
5.4.4 Example: Principal torus bundles twisted by a Pois-
son structure 
In this example, let us consider a principal torus bundle E with 11 a Poisson 
structure, satisfying 
[n,n]^  = {{/^.n},n} = o. (5.4.35) 
Consider a Poisson structure H such that its components only live on the fibre, 
i.e., locally on T*{UT*E) the Poisson structure is given by 11 = We 
will now consider twisting a proto-bialgebroid by Ft as introduced by Roytenberg 
66] and Kosmann-Schwarzbach [56 . 
Let us start with a proto-bialgebroid {TE,T*E) with structures (/.t,0,0.V), 
where ^ and xp are the structures defined in (5.4.1). One can twist this proto-
bialgebroid by a bivector 11 to construct a proto-bialgebroid with twisted struc-
tures (Mn,7n,<^n,'0n) given by ([56] section (4.1.2)). 
= cx* - T^f.^'^ecc + / . a ' e r e : + fab'cec^ 
l^n = /i + ^ V = M + { n , ' 0 } 
1 
2 
P^u ^ ^ (5.4.36) 
where 
c^d^  ^ n-n'^^V'ae/, = (AV)V' . (5.4.37) 
This twisted proto-bialgebroid has consistency relations given by the original 
(untwisted) proto-bialgebroid, which is 
= = (5.4.38) 
If as usual we identify ip = H, (5.4.38) simply gives the consistency relation 
dH = 0. (5.4.39) 
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which is equivalent to saying dj^  = 0. 
The Courant bracket defined by 
{x + Oo{y + v) = {{0u,x + O,y + r]}, Ou = I^n + m + ^n + ^u (5.4.40) 
is still invariant under T-duality, with the corresponding terms exchange under 
T-duality: 
/M/ ^ - - ^f^ab: ^ Abe, 
f j he" - - (5.4.41) 
If we make the following identification 
= i^abcCeC, i^ (2)a = (5.4.42) 
= = dU. F^0)abc = ^"'TaCbC = ( aV« ) / / , 
it it obvious that T-duality exchanges (i/(2), with (F(2), F(i), F(o)) as 
one expects. 
However, we end up with additional f^J, f ^ / and the q^ "^  components coming 
from (5.4.36), as a result of this twisting. These extra terms are either dual to 
each other or self-dual under T-duality. 
5.5 T-duality and the Generalized metric 
As pointed out by Cavalcanti [17], the generahzed metric G : TE ®T*E 
TE ® T*E defined in Section 4.7 is another geometric structure that can be 
transported via T-duality. 
A generalized metric G on TE ^T^E is introduced by Hull in terms of a 
symmetric matrix g (the metric) and an antisymmetric matrix b (the fi-field) on 
E [40 
^^ I g-hg-'h bg-' \ 
[ J • 
The dual generalized metric G on T E ® T * E can be obtained by 
(5.5.1) 
G ^ ^ G i p \ (5.5.2) 
Recall from Section 4.7 that G is a self-adjoint, orthogonal metric which splits 
TE®T*E into ±-eigenspaces C± ^TE® T*E. C± are given as the graph of 
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g + b and g - b, respectively. I.e. 
C+ = Span{x + {g + b){x)\x G TE}, 
= Span{x + {g- b){x)\x G TE}. (5.5.3) 
One can transfer C± to its dual counterpart C± using the T-duality map ip, 
I.e. 
= ^{Spe.n{X+ {g + b)iX)}) 
= Span{x + (5 ± (i)\x G TE} 
= C± . (5.5.4) 
Since the dual +-eigenspace C+ is given by the graph of ^ + 6 on the dual 
space E, the corresponding g and b can be determined from 
We will start with the simplest case - when £ is a principal circle bundle -
and show that the corresponding g and b on E are related to the original one by 
the Buscher rules, followed by a generalization to the case of a general principal 
torus bundle. 
5.5.1 Principal circle bundle case 
E is a principal circle bundle over M, with local coordinates {x'} = {x'^,6}, 
where {x^} are the coordinates on M and 9 is the coordinate on the circle. 
For simplicity, let us denote E = g + b. In this case E is given by 
E = Eoade + E^^dx^ ® dO + E^^dd ® dx" + E^^^dx" ® dx". 
To determine the corresponding E, recall that C+ = 
ip{C+) = ip{Span{de + S^m + (£oo + E^o)d9 + {E(,u + 
= Span{(£;oo + + + dO + E^^dx"} 
= Span / ' £.0 0 ' ' 
= Span 
^ Y E^o I 
d, + d^^ + 
a 
\ / 1 r \ / \ -L ^Ou 
0 E, liy ) 
^ Eoo 0 ^ 
y E^io I 
-1 
1 E, 01/ 
0 E, 
de 
/ / J 
de 
dx" 
(5.5.5) 
= Span{a^ + + (^00 - {EooE^o))dO + (Eqo ^o. + E^, 
~ Eqo Efj^o Eo^ )dx''} 
= Span{ae + a , . + (^00 + E^o)de + {EQ, + 
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Therefore we have the following correspondence between E and E 
Eoo = -£'oo^ EfiO = "EqqE^Q, Eo^y = EQQEO„, = E^i, — EQQ E^oEoiy-
If we insert E = g + b and E = g + b into the previous line, we find 
-1 gixo goo = yoo 5 Qfio — , goo 
b^o = 1 
I bo^ OOu = 
goo goo 
[g/iogou 
goo 
gn^ = 9nu -
gov = 
Qoy 
foo 
300 
(5.5.6) 
i.e. we retrieve the Buscher rules given by (3.2.9). 
5.5.2 Principal torus bundle case 
Now let us consider a general principal T"-bundle E over M. Let {x^} be coor-
dinates on M and {9°^} be coordinates on the torus. 
The string background E = b + g decomposes as 
E = E^^dx'' ® dx"" + E^kdx^ ® de^ + Eaude"" ® dx" + EabdO" ^ de\ 
The T-duality map ip transforms C+ to C+ via 
(^(C+) = (^(Span{a,. + a + {E^, + Eau)dx'' + {E^, + 
= Span{a,M + {Eab + + [E^^ + Ea^x" + dO"} 
= Span 
= Span < + dga 
= Span I dj;^  -I- dga 
= Span{a^. + d^. + {E^, + Ea.)dx'' + {Eab + E^b)de''}. 
Thus the dual string background is given by 
dx" 
dO^ 
E = 
{E-^'Eb. {E-%b 
which agrees with the Buscher rules (3.2.8). 
(5.5.7) 
Chapter 6 
Poisson-Lie T-duality and 
generalized geometry 
6.1 Introduction and outline 
The Poisson-Lie T-duality is a generalization of (Abelian) T-duality proposed by 
Klimcfk and Severa [49] in 1995. This construction of T-duality does not need the 
requirement of an isometry, instead, the backgrounds of a dual pair of a-models 
are required to obey the Poisson-Lie condition, which is the necessary condition 
for the existence of the dual worldsheet. The dual pair of a-models with targets G 
and G are defined on a Drinfel'd double P as a generalized space in the following 
sense. 
The Lie group D with Lie algebra T> has subgroups G and G, which is a pair of 
Poisson-Lie groups with Lie algebras g and g*, respectively. The algebras g and g* 
form the maximally isotropic subspaces of V with respect to the ad-invariant non-
degenerate bilinear form on V. Starting with the tangent space TgD = P = 0®0* 
at the unit element of V, we take a (izm(G)-dimensional subspace R+ of V which 
is the graph of a non-degenerate linear mapping E{e) : g ^ g*. The subspace 
R+ can be transferred to every point g e G and the resulting subspace i?® is the 
graph of the string background E{g) of the cr-model on G. Similarly transferring 
R+ to g e G gives rise to the dual string background E{g) of the dual cj-model 
on G. Thus we transfer the subspace i?+ of P = g © g* onto G and G. 
The above can be extended to Courant algebroids. Let E and E be principal 
G and G-bundles over M. Similar to the Abehan T-duality case, the spaces of 
invariant sections of TE ®T*E and TE ®T*E can be viewed as isomorphic 
Courant algebroids related by Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
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This chapter is organized as follows. 
Section 6.2 introduces the Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson structure on a Drin-
fel'd double D and is used to define a Poisson structure 11 on G. In this section, 
we showed that the structure E which appeared previously in Proposition 3.14 is 
indeed a Poisson structure on G. 
In Section 6.3 we revisit the Poisson-Lie T-duality first introduced in Chapter 
3. In particular we explicitly show that the dual pair of string backgrounds 
expressed in terms of the Poisson structures on G and G satisfy the Poisson-Lie 
condition. 
Recall that our general argument of Chapter 5 is that the Abelian T-duality 
can be viewed as a duality between isomorphic Courant algebroids. This mo-
tivates us to consider Poisson-Lie T-duality on a Drinfel'd double as a gener-
alized space, which is discussed in Section 6.4. In Section 6.4.3, we generahze 
the (Abelian) T-duality case and establish an isomorphism of Courant algebroids 
related by Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
This chapter is a collaborative work with Bouwknegt. 
6.2 The Poisson structure on G 
In this section we introduce the Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson structure [70] on 
a Drinfel'd double D. When restricted on G, this Poisson structure turns out to 
be the structure 11 appeared previously in Proposition 3.14. 
Let D he a, Drinfel'd double containing both groups G and G with Lie algebra 
V. V can be decomposed as 0 ® 0*, where 0 is the Lie algebra of G and 0* is the 
Lie algebra of G. 
Let us choose a basis {TQ, T" } of P such that {Ta} is a basis of 0 while { T " } 
is a basis of 0*. Ta and T" are orthogonal with respect to the non-degenerate 
bilinear form on V, i.e. 
(6.2.1) 
According to Lemma 3.10, there is an adjoint representation of the group G 
on V. 
Definition 6.1. The adjoint representations of G on P can be defined in terms 
of the matrices a, c and d as the coefficients in the expansion 
g-'T^g = aig),^, g-'f'^g = cXgf'T, + d{g)\f\ (6.2.2) 
where g E G. 
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There exists a natural Poisson structure introduced by Semenov-Tian-Shansky 
70] on D, however, before introducing such a Poisson structure the following must 
be defined. 
Left and right gradients 
For any group G there are left and right gradients V^ and VR taking values in 
= (6.2.3) 
where ^ G 0 and / is a function of g € G. 
In terms of {Ta} and {T°}, we have 
df = = {"^RDaU'R, (6.2.4) 
where w1 and w'^  are the (Maurer-Cartan) one-form given by 
g-'dg = wlTa, dg g-' = w^T^. (6.2.5) 
and 
(Vfi/)a(<7) = = (6.2.6) 
where v^ and v^ are the left and right-invariant vector fields corresponding to 
Ta, respectively. 
Apply the previous construction on D, it gives 
(Vh/)"(5) = (6.2.7) 
where g & D. 
Next, we introduce the Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson structure on D, and 
in particular we show that 11 = c(g)a(5)~^ is a Poisson structure on G. 
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Poisson structure on G 
Definition 6.2. Let g a Lie algebra, r e End g a linear operator and ( , ) a 
nondegenerate invariant scalar product on g, then (g ,r) is called a Boxter Lie 
algebra if r is skew-symmetric and satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation 
[rX,rY]=r{[rX,Y] + [X,rY]) -[X,Y], V X , y e g . (6.2.8) 
Such an operator r is called a classical r-matrix. 
Proposition 6.3. The Yang-Baxter equation (6.2.8) implies 
[X,Y]r = ^{[rX,Y] + [X,7-Y]) (6.2.9) 
IS a Lie bracket. 
Consider a Drinfel'd double D with Lie algebra X> = g ®g*. The left and right 
gradients give rise to V ^ / and V / ? / G C°°{D,V). Let Pg and Pg. be projection 
operators onto g and g* parallel to g* and g, respectively. 
Proposition 6.4 ([70]). 
Pp = Pg _ Pg. G End V (6.2.10) 
is skewsymmetric with respect to the natural pairing on V and satisfies the Yang-
Baxter equation (6.2.8). 
The right and left gradients defined in the previous section generalize to 
V U ^ W i i f via (6.2.3). 
Proposition 6.5 ([70]). The Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson structure on 
is given by 
{ / , H D = - l i i P v ^ i f , V i f ) - { P v ^ R f , V n f ' ) ) - (6.2.11) 
In terms of a basis {Ta} of g and a dual basis {T'^} ofQ*, (6.2.11) can be expressed 
as 
- l ( ( V n f ) a ( V n f r - ( V R f n V ^ f ' l ) . (6.2.12) 
The manifold D equipped with the above Poisson bracket is called a Heisen-
berg double. 
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Proposition 6.6. Consider functions /,/' on D, which are invariant under the 
right action of G. Then these functions can be interpreted as functions on G. The 
Poisson bracket in equation (6.2.12) on such functions defines a Poisson bracket 
on G and can be written as 
{/, / ' } g = n^' ' {g) {S/Lf)a{ '^Lf%, (6.2.13) 
such that 11(5) is given by 
nig) = c{g)a{g)-\ (6.2.14) 
where a{g) and c{g) are given by (6.2.2). 
Proof Firstly, for functions on D, invariant under the right action of G, we have 
the following relations 
i V L f n g ) = = = 
{"^RfTig) = 0. (6.2.15) 
Therefore the Poisson bracket (6.2.12) restricted on G becomes 
{/, f'}G = cigriaigr^'iV^fUW^Dt = W^'iVLf)a{^LfX (6 .2.16) 
• 
Before showing that 11 = c{g)a{g)'^ defines a Poisson structure on G, we need 
the following results. 
Lemma 6.7. The left gradient on 11 is given by 
(VLn'^"), = f y n ' " ' + f j n ^ ' ' - r \ . (6.2.17) 
Proof Starting with = {gTag-\f') = {Ta^g-'f'g) and cigr' = 
{VL{a- ' )J ' )c and (V^b-^^), are found to be 
= {Ta, g-' i f j f ' + g) = fjd{g)/ = 
= {g-'ifc/T' - = - r'Ag),'-
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Therefore 
= fc/c{gria{g)-V - r'Ag)M9)-V + fcM9r{a{gr\' 
= f c / ^ ' ' - r ' c + (6.2.18) 
• 
Lemma 6.8. The left gradients (V^) do not commute but satisfy 
- = (6.2.19) 
Proof. From definition, { V L f ) a ) b is given by 
(6.2.20) 
Thus using Taylor expansion around e 6 G, we have 
1=1 
oo 
i = 0 
= -/a6'^(VL/)c. (6.2.21) 
• 
Proposition 6.9. 11 = c{g)a{g)~'^ defines a Poisson structure on G. 
Proof Let us first simphfy our notation and denote (VL/)a = V^/ . 
To check that n(g) = c{g)a{g)~^ is a Poisson structure, recall in Section 3.3.2 
that a{g), c{g) and d{g) are constrained by 
a{gf = d{gr\ c{g)d{gY = -d{g)c{gY, (6.2.22) 
which directly guarantee that 11'''' = -11'"'. It is also obvious that 11 satisfies the 
Leibnitz rule. Thus we only need to check if 11 satisfies the Jacobi-identity. 
6.2 The Poisson structure on G ^ 
Using L e m m a 6.7 and Lemma 6.8, one finds 
{ { 9 , h } J } - { { f , h } , g } + {{f,g},h} 
= {u'^v^gVAf} - + 
= {w^^VdU^' - n^^VdH"' + 
(6.2.23) 
Next, consider the adjoint action of g on [Ta,Tb 
thus we have the following constraint 
= (6-2.24) Similarly for [ t " , t ' ' ] we have 
g - \ f \ f ' ' \ g = g ' \ r \ f ^ ) g = + 
= (c-c'^^/e/ + c-'dW^ - + {fjc'^^d", -
as a result, we obtain the following constraints 
Jab^^ce ^ c ' ^ c ^ M j j ^ d ^ ' d ' J ' ^ - d ^ c ' ^ ' r , (6.2.25) 
r \ d \ = fjc^^d', - Ud^c"' + (6.2.26) 
Computing we find 
f V = r Y ' i a - ' v 
( 6 , 2 . 2 5 ) ^ = { c ^ ' c ' ^ f j + 
(6 .2 .24) = + - (6.2 ,27) 
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Permuting a, b, c in the above equation (6.2.27) and add up /Il 's , we find 
f V + + = / c / n " ^ + r i d ' , - f'^W^d^, 
ay-Tcdj-fba brio^djicb ( 6 . 2 . 2 8 ) 
Substituting (6.2.28) into (6.2.23) we obtain the Jacobi-identity. And therefore 
n = c{g)a{g)~^ defines a Poisson structure on G. • 
Example 6.10 (Borehan double). Let us consider the simplest non-Abelian dou-
ble appeared previously in Section 3.3.3, the Borelian double D = GL{2, R) con-
sists of the Borel group G and the dual group G such that their Lie algebras g 
and g* have basis {Ta} and {T*^ } given by 
1 0 
0 0 
V 
0 0 
0 1 
T' = 
An element g E G can be chosen by 
0 0 
^ 0 
- 1 0 
5.2.29) 
9 = 
e'^ e 
0 1 
(6.2.30) 
/ 
and it follows that the matrices a[g), c{g) and d{g) from (6.2.2) are found to be 
a{9) = 
^ 1 e-^9 ^ 
y U e \ / 
c{9) = 
Thus the Poisson structure = on G is 
n = 
1 0 
-9 e^ 
(6.2.31) 
/ 
v 9 0 
(6.2.32) 
Now, let us compute (Vin"'')c. Since is given by 
(V^n'^^), = + - r " , , 
the components of (Vx,n"'')c are found to be 
(v^n^^)^ ^ = -9, {VlU'% = -(v^n^i)^ = - i . 
(6.2.33) 
(6.2.34) 
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One can then easily check that the Poisson structure n given by (6.2.32) satisfies 
the Jacobi-identity, therefore 11 is a Poisson structure on the Borel group G. 
Similarly, if we choose an element g E G parameterized by 
9 = 
M 0 ^ 
- 9 e^ 
(6.2.35) 
we obtain the Poisson structure fl on the dual group G as 
I l = c { g ) { a { g ) - ' ) = 
V^ 0 / 
(6.2.36) 
6.3 Poisson-Lie T-duality revisited 
In this section, we give a short revision of the Poisson-Lie T-duahty introduced 
previously in Chapter 3. In particular, we focus on the solutions of the dual pair 
of cr-models defined in terms of the Poisson structures on the dual groups G and 
G. 
Recall in Section 3.3.2, for a cr-model (3.2.1) to possess a Poisson-Lie dual a-
model, the string background E^j is required to satisfy the Poisson-Lie condition: 
(6.3.1) 
where f \ is the structure constants of G, and v^ = v^d^ are the left invariant 
vector fields on G. 
A dual pair of a-models with the targets being Lie groups G and G can be 
constructed with the Lagrangian 
L = E { ~ g r \ d g r ' ) a m - ' V . 
where g e G and g eG. 
The string background E^j is related to Eab{g) via 
E . j d x ' d x ' = EabWlwl = EabWldx'w]dx\ 
(6.3.2) 
(6.3.3) 
where w l = w f d x ' are the (Maurer-Cartan) one forms on G. 
Next, we show explicitly that the String background E defined m terms of 
the Poisson structure IT on G satisfies the Poisson-Lie condition. 
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Proposition 6.11. A pair of a-models with targets being G and G have string 
backgrounds E{g) and E{g) given explicitly by 
E{g) = {a{g) + E{e)c{g))-'E{e)d{g), 
E{g) = + (6.3.4) 
or as have been shown in Section 3.3.2 that up to a similarity transformation, 
E{g) can be conveniently written as 
E-\gr = {E-\e) + Uig)r'' 
E-\~gU = {E{e) + Yl{~g)U. (6.3.5) 
Proof. We show that (6.3.5) satisfies the Poisson-Lie condition (6.3.3). 
Let us start with Cy^E^c and use the Poisson-Lie condition (6.3.3), we find 
= faMviE,, + fME^J + 
= fab'^^dc + fa /^bd + f^^^EdcEbe- (6.3.6) 
Substituting (6.3.6) into we have 
= -{E-')'-{fjEds + fjErd + f\EdsEre){E-'r 
= - { E - ' r f ^ , ^ - { E - ' r f J - r V (6.3.7) 
We have seen in Lemma 6.7 that 
(v^n^^), = -Cy^Yi'^ = /^/n-^^ + - f \ 
hence n*"^  satisfies (6.3.7), while E~^{e) -h H satisfies (6.3.7) provided 
fa ,\E-\e)Y '^ + f ^ / { E - \ e ) r = 0, (6.3.8) 
i.e. this condition is equivalent to the requirement Cy^E{e)bc = 0. Thus E{g) = 
satisfies the Poisson-Lie condition requiring that (6.3.8) is satisfied. 
• 
6.4 Poisson-Lie T-duality and generalized ge-
ometry 
Recall in Chapter 5 that using the framework of generalized geometry, (Abelian) 
T-duality between a pair of dual a-models on E and E can be viewed as duality 
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between invariant sections of TE®T*E and TE®T*E. Tliis result motivates us 
to consider Poisson-Lie T-duality as a duality on the Drinfel'd double P = 0 © 0* 
in a similar way. 
We begin in section 6.4.1 defining the natural operations on 0 ® 0 * . In Section 
6.4.2, we consider the Poisson-Lie T-duality between a pair of a-models on G and 
G as a duality on the orthogonal subspaces of the generalized space T>. In Section 
6.4.3, We generalize the construction for (Abelian) T-duality in Chapter 5 and 
establish an isomorphism of Courant algebroids related by Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
6.4.1 Natural operation on the Drinfel'd double V 
The double 2? = 0 ® 0* is equipped with an atf-invariant non-degenerate bihnear 
form 
+ + = + (6-4.1) 
where x, y G 0, r/ 6 g*. ( , ) is the canonical orthogonal pairing between 0 and 
Q*, i.e. { T a , P ) = and otherwise 0. 
V is equipped with the bracket 
[x + ^,y + r]]T) = [x,y] +adly - ad*^x 
+ [^,rj] + a d : i i - a d ; ^ , (6.4.2) 
where x,y e g and e Q*. ad^ is the ad'-operator for 0 acting on 0* and ad^ 
corresponds to the coadjoint action of 0* on 0, i.e. 
{ a d ; t x ) = = (6.4.3) 
The Lie brackets on 0 and g* are given respectively by 
Ta, Tb]-D = fab'^Tc, 
[ f ^ t ^ ^ r ^ f ^ (6.4.4) 
where f^ f,'^  and are structure constants on g and 0*. Then it follows from 
(6.4.2) that the brackets between g and g* are given by 
= - n T ^ + hc^T'- (6.4.5) 
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These brackets are simply the brackets between g and g* given previously in 
Section 2.2.3. 
The bracket (6.4.2) on V has the following properties: 
1. It is antisymmetric. 
2. The bracket on the Drinfel'd double T> satisfies the Jacobi-identity by plac-
ing the following condition on the structure constants: 
r'ja,' = r'jac" + f V a / ' KUc' " r'aUf': (6.4.6) 
we recognize this as the integrability condition of the Poisson-Lie condition 
(6.3.3) given previously in Proposition 3.9. 
Here is an example of a Borelian double following Example 6.10. 
Example 6.12. The Borelian double D = GL(2,R) with Lie algebra I? = g®g* 
has subgroups G and G, such that the Borel group G has Lie algebra g and the 
dual group G has Lie algebra g*, respectively. 
The Lie algebras g and g* have basis {T^} and {T"} given by (6.2.29). There 
is a non-degenerate pairing on V satisfying {Ta,f^) = d :^ 
(x,?/) = Det(x + p), Vx,yeV. (6.4.7) 
It follows from (6.2.29) that the Lie brackets on g and g* are 
[Ti^Ts] = T2, l f \ f ' ] = f ^ , (6.4.8) 
thus according to (6.4.5), the brackets on V between g and g* are found to be 
= [ f \T2] = -T2, (6.4.9) 
and otherwise 0. 
These are simply the commutation relations of the Lie algebra V = gl{2,R) 
with a basis {Ti, T2, T^}. 
6.4.2 Or thogona l subspaces of t h e Drinfe l 'd double T> 
Let us consider the tangent space TgD = T^  Q.t e the unit element of I^. I.e. e is 
the unit element of both G and G at the same time (i.e. e = e). 
The generalized space P = g ® g* can be decomposed as linear orthogonal 
subspaces R± as follows: 
V = Q®Q* = {R+,R_) = 0. (6.4.10) 
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Let E{e) be a non-degenerate linear mapping E{e) : g 0*- R± can be 
defined as the graph of ^(e) in V, i.e. 
R+ = Span{t + E{e){t,-)\teg}, 
R. = Sp&n{t-E{e){;t)\te e}, (6.4.11) 
or R± can be expressed as 
R+ = Span{T, + E{e)abf'} 
= Span{Ta- E{e)baf'}. (6.4.12) 
Remark 6.13. The subspaces R± are self dual, i.e. R± = R±, where 
R+ = Span{r" + R^ = Spanf f " - Eief^n}. (6.4.13) 
E{e) and E{e) are related by E{e)E{e) = E{e)E{e) = 1. 
There is a generahzed metric G on TgD = g ® g*, i.e. G : TgD T^D with 
the following properties: 
1. G is an involution, i.e. = 1, 
2. G is required to be a (linear) homomorphism of the Lie algebras, G[x,y] = 
[Gx,Gy], for all x,y e P. 
3. G is self-adjoint with respect to the non-degenerate bilinear form ( , ) on 
V, i.e. {Gx,y) = (x. Gy). 
4. G :V V has eigenspaces R±, 
G{R±) = ±i?±. (6.4.14) 
Remark 6.14. Since G is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, we have the following 
properties: 
G[R+,R+] = [R+,R+], G[R+,R^] = -[R+,RJu G[i?,_, = [/?_. 
(6.4.15) 
and thus 
R+,R+]e R+, , /?-] G , [R+, R-] e /?_. (6.4.16) 
Since R+ and R- are orthogonal subspaces with respect to ( , ), we have the 
following relation: 
([/?+,/?+], i?_) = {[R+. R-],R+) = {[R-, /?-], R-) = 0 . (6.4.17) 
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In terms of the symmetric part G{e) and the anti-symmetric part B{e) of 
E{e), the generahzed metric G can be expressed as a matrix 
^ -G{e)-'B{e) G{e)-' ^ 
y G(e) - B{e)G{e)-'B{e) B{e)Gie)-' j 
(6.4.18) 
Now, consider a pair of cr-models with targets being G and G. For each 
element g e G, TeD can be transported to TgD via the action of 5 on "D (i.e. 
(6.2.2)) such that the subspaces R± are transported to e TgD = V according 
to 
Rt = = (6.4.19) 
where E{g) is defined exphcitly in Proposition 6.11 in terms of the Poisson struc-
ture n on G and satisfies the Poisson-Lie condition, i.e. E{g) defines the string 
background on a cr-model. 
Apparently span TgD = V and since the non-degenerate bilinear form 
( , ) is ad-invariant, thus i?® are orthogonal subspaces of V, i.e. 
= { g - ' R ^ g , g - ' R - g ) = {R+ ,R- ) = 0. (6.4.20) 
There is also a generalized metric Gg : TgD ^ TgD with R^. its ±-eigenspaces. 
I.e. we have the following commutative diagram 
T e D ^ ^ T ^ D (6.4.21) 
TgD TgD 
According to [2], every element f E D can have two different decompositions 
/ = gh = ~gh, g. h e G, g, h E G. (6.4.22) 
Thus, similarly for g e G, T^D can be transported to TgD via the action of 
^ on D such that the subspaces R± are transported to e TgD = V. The 
subspaces are given by 
R i = Span{f" + m r ' T t } , Rt = Spanjf'^ - (6.4.23) 
where E{g) defines the string background on the dual a-model and is given in 
terms of the Poisson structure n on G in Proposition 6.11. 
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Let Gg be the generalized metric on T-gD = V with its ±-eigenspaces, 
then we have the commutative diagram 
TeD (6.4.24) 
TgD^TgD 
Examp le 6.15. Consider again the Borehan double D = GL{2,R) following 
Examples 6.10 and 6.12. D has subgroups B2 and G with Lie algebras g and g* 
generated by {Ti,T2} and { f ^ T ^ } defined previously m (6.2.29). 
Let us choose the matrix as 
/ \ 
X y 
u V 
(6.4.25) 
I.e. 
E{e) = 
1 
uy — vx 
/ \ 
-V y 
y U -X J 
(6.4.26) 
Then the subspaces R± are found to be 
R+ = Span{Ta + E{e?)abf^] = Span 
1 
JZJL. 
0 
— V 
\ / 
R_ = Span{7; - E[e)kaf^] = Span / 
\ uy—vx uy—vx J 
1 0 
— u V 
0 
\ 
\ uy—vx uy—vx / 
0 1 
JZTL. 
^ \ uy-vx uy-vx / \ uy—vx uy-vx / 
(6.4.27) 
An element g e 82 can be parameterized by 
9 = 
0 1 
(6.4.28) 
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Thus R+ can be transported to via 
R'^ = g-'R^g 
= Span 
1 
/ {uy - vx)r^ + ey B{uy - vx) + O'^ye-^ + Oe-^v 
uy - vx y —ye"^ —yO - v 
1 ( -Ox -Q'^e-'^x - Qut-'f ^uy-vx^ 
xe'f xQ ^u uy — vx 
/ \ 
= Span 
0 
/ . 
\ 
e^ e+{ex+u)ef 
\ e{y-u)+ef{uy-vx)+e-ye^ e{y-u)+eV{uy-vx)+e~'^'e^ J 
/ -I r> \ 1 
-yef-e 
0 
-xe'^-e[u+y)-v 
\ e(y-u)+eV{uy-vx)+e—^'0'^ e(y-u)+ev(uy-vx)+e-f6'^ / 
- + (6.4.29) 
Thus comparing terms we find that the string background E{g) is given by 
1 
E{g) = 
^ -{x9^+ 9{u + y)+ v) ye'^ + 6^ 
9{y -u) + e'^{uy - vx) + e-'^O^ \ e + {ex + -e^^x / 
Let us choose a parametrization of the dual group G 
9 = 
M 0 ^ 
(6.4.30) 
(6.4.31) 
One can check that both g and g give a (hffererit decomposition of / G L* via 
(6.4.22). 
Again transporting R+ to RI_ gives us 
4 = ~g-'R+~9 
— Span 
1 uy ~ vx 0 
e~'^{v6 - y ) + 9e~'^{uy - vx) -v 
—9{uy — vx) e\uy — vx) ^ 
\ 
/ 
= Span 
uy - vx 
/ 
- y9 - 9'^{uy - vx)) 9{uy-vx)+y 
' / e"^iuy-vx)(x-e^v) -{uy-vx){ve-y+e{uy-vx)) \ 
-e-'^(vx+y^) + e^{uy-vx) -e-^{vx+y'') + 0^{uy-vx) 
0 1 
\ / 
1 \ 
^ {uy—vx)(d(uy—vx)+y-v0) e'^v(uy—vx) \ 
e-'^{9^{uy-vx)'^+vx) e-'fi (0^ (uy-vx)'^+vx) 
1 0 
/ 
\ / 
(6.4.32) 
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Comparing terms we find that the string background E{g) on the dual cr-model 
is given by 
m = 
/ e-^{uy-vx){x~e'^v) -(uy-vx)ive-y+9{uy-vx)) 
(uy—vx)(d{uy—vx)+y—vd) e'^v(uy—vx) 
(6.4.33) 
We can compare the above dual pair of string backgrounds E[g) and E{~g) with the 
string backgrounds computed previously in (3.19) in Section 3.3.3 using (6.3.5). 
These solutions agree up to re-parameterizations. 
6.4.3 Poisson-Lie T-duality on Courant algebroids 
In this section we establish an isomorphism of Courant algebroids related by 
Poisson-Lie T-duality. 
Consider a Poisson-Lie group G and its dual group G. Let { f a } be a basis of 
left-invariant vector fields on G and be the dual basis of left-invariant one 
forms on G. 
The Lie bracket on the left-invariant vector fields is given by 
(6.4.34) 
while the dual one forms are defined by 
w'^ ivt,) = i^.w'' = 61 (6.4.35) 
satisfy 
d w ' ' ( 6 . 4 . 3 6 ) 
Lemma 6.16. In terms of left action of g, Lemma (6.7) becomes 
= f d c " ^ " + fdc '^" ' + r ' c - (6.4.37) 
Proof. With g a left action, the adjoint action of g on V is given by 
gT .g - ' = a { g ) : n , g f ^ g - ' = c i g r n + d i g T j " . (6.4.38) 
Computmg {VL{aig)- ' )J ' )c and we find 
= f , M g r + r > i 9 ) l (6.4.39) 
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Thus 
= W U " ' + + (6.4.40) 
• 
Lemma 6.17. The Koszul bracket [ , ]n defined by (2.3.1) on invariant sections 
ofT*G is given by 
(6.4.41) w'^.w'' u = rw, 
where is the structure constant of G. 
Proof. The bracket [ , ]n on invariant forms is given by 
= c^^(^/;^ w'') + - w'') - - dUiw", w^) 
= - /,/^(e^ - dY{{w\ w'') 
= fJWw'' - + dw' 
= fjll'^'^w" - / , / n ^ V + (Vz.n"''),^;^ (6.4.42) 
Substituting (6.4.37) into the above equation, we obtain 
[wr, u^ln = (6.4.43) 
• 
Lemma 6.18. The differential du = [0,-JSAT on left-invariant vector fi,elds is 
given by 
dnVa = A v^ . (6.4.44) 
where [ , ]sn is the Schouten bracket on multi-vector fields. 
Proof. 
dnVc = 
1 
= -{U'^'lVa, - Il'^ 'lVh, VcW + A V^ ) 
1 
= Ir'c^aAVt, 
where we have used (6.4.37). 
(6.4.45) 
• 
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Recall in Example 2.32 in Section 2.3.1 that when G is a Poisson manifold 
with a Poisson structure 11, then {T*G, [ , ]n, p* = vr", du) is a Lie algebroid over 
G, with the associated bracket on r{T*G) being the Koszul bracket [ , ]n, anchor 
7r» and a differential du on r ( A T G ) defined by dn = [n,-]siv. {T*G, [ , ]n,P* = 
Tr'jfin) is often called a cotangent Lie algebroid. 
As we have seen in Example 2.36 that {TG, T*G) defines a Lie bialgebroid, 
where the Lie algebroid (TG, [ , ], p, d) is equipped with the usual Lie bracket on 
r ( T G ) , identity anchor map p and de Rham differential d. T*G is a cotangent 
Lie algebroid with the above mentioned structures. Since {TG, T*G) defines a 
Lie bialgebroid, according to Theorem 2.40, its double TG®T*G form a Courant 
algebroid equipped with a non-degenerate bilinear form ( , ) and a Courant 
bracket I . 1 on r{TG®T*G). On invariant sections, the non-degenerate bihnear 
form is given by 
{va,w') = S l (6.4.46) 
T h e Courant bracket on invariant sections of TG ®T*G is found to be 
WVa + 51,aU'", f2Va + = [f>a, /^fc] + " 
+ + - Cf^^^igi.bW^) + ^d{gi,af2 - 52,a/r) 
= + - + {g,,a92Mr\ + fl92,af,c'' 
- . ^ g u a h c ^ ' " , (6-4.47) 
where 5a S C°°(G) are constant functions and C^ = [z, dn . 
Since {TG ®T*G)g = 0 ® 0 * , it is obvious that the above Courant bracket on 
g © 0* coincides with (2.2.26), i.e. the Lie brackets on the Drinfel'd double V. 
Similarly for the dual group G with a Poisson structure n , let { { ) " } be a basis 
of left-invariant vector fields on G and {wa} be a basis of left-invariant one forms 
on G. The Lie bracket on the left-invariant vector fields on G is given by 
[v'^^v'']^ (6.4.48) 
while the dual basis of one forms on G are defined by 
w,{v'>) = = 5 l (6.4.49) 
satisfy 
(6.4.50) dWa = \ A Wc-
According to Lemma 6.17 and Lemma 6.18, on left invariant forms of G, the 
Koszul bracket is given by 
Wa,Wb]fi = fab^Wc-. (6.4.51) 
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and the associated differential is given by 
= (6-4.52) 
It follows that {TG, T*G) is a Lie bialgebroid, where the Lie algebroid (TG, [, ]. 
p, d) is equipped with the usual Lie bracket on T{TG), identity anchor map p and 
de Rham differential d. And {T*G, [ , ]n, p = tcK dfi) is a cotangent Lie algebroid 
with the Koszul bracket [ , ]n on r{T*G), anchor map p = vr" and a differential 
dfi ^ [n, •]sN on r (A 'TG) . Since {TG,T*G) defines a Lie bialgebroid, its double 
TG ®T*G is a Courant algebroid. 
Let be a map relating invariant sections of TG ®T*G and TG ®T*G and 
is defined by 
ip : r v a + QaW' ^ g^v'' + r w a . (6.4.53) 
Lp is an isomorphism of invariant sections and ip^  = It is obvious that the map 
(p simply exchanges the role of g with g*. Thus, let us refer to as a "Poisson-Lie 
T-duahty map" relating invariant sections of TG 0 T*G and TG ® T*G. 
Then we have the following result: 
Theorem 6.19. (1) ip is orthogonal with respect to the the non-degenerate bilin-
ear form { , ) on the invariant sections of TG © T*G and TG ® T*G. 
(2) p preserves the Courant brackets on the invariant sections ofTG ® T*G 
and TG ® T*G 
= + V'l/sX + • (6.4.54) 
Proof. (1) This is trivial from the definition. 
(2) It is obvious that p preserves the Lie brackets on V given by (2.2.26). • 
Therefore on the space of invariant sections, TG ®T*G and TG ® T*G are 
isomorphic Courant algebroids related by the Poisson-Lie T-duality map (p. 
This can be generalized to principal G and G-bundles over a common base 
manifold M. 
Let E he & principal G-bundle over M, and E he a. principal G-bundle over 
M. The invariant sections of TE © T*E decompose as (TM x g) ® {T*M x g*) 
while the invariant sections of TE®T*E decompose as {TM x g) © {T*M x g*) = 
{TM X g*) © {T*M x g). Thus the previous construction applies to principal G 
and G-bundles in the obvious way, such that the Poisson-Lie T-duality map p 
simply exchanges the role of g and g* on the invariant sections of T E ® T * E and 
TE®T*E. 
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In the Abelian case when E is a principal T"-bundle and E its dual space, 
the Koszul brackets on T*E and T*E vanish, and the map (yS coincides with the 
T-duality map between invariant sections of TE®T'E and TE®T*E defined 
previously in Section 5.3.2. 
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Chapter 7 
Non-geometric flux 
compactification vs global 
T-duality 
7.1 Introduction and outline 
(Super)string theory requires 10-dimensional spacetime, and one of the most chal-
lenging aspects of string theory is to reduce the 10-dimensional spacetime to our 
4-dimensional world consistently. There is a systematic method developed by 
Scherk and Schwarz [69] for reducing supergravities as a generalization of the 
Kaluza-Klein reduction. Such a reduction of supergravities gives a lower di-
mensional supergravity, in particular when a non-Abelian Yang-Mills group is 
involved. 
The Scherk-Schwarz reduction ona D + d dimensional field theory with target 
on a d-dimensional internal manifold T gives rise to a D-dimensional field 
theory with gauge symmetry, mass terms and a scalar potential. Kaloper and 
Myers [44] showed that the Scherk-Schwarz reduction can be constructed on an 
internal space which is a twisted torus, thus the Scherk-Schwarz reduction can be 
generalized by introducing a flux labeled corresponding to the twisting. In 
string theory, this construction can be used to compactify a. D + d-dimensional 
string theory on d-dimensional (twisted) tori with the presence of background 
/f-flux. In the literature, the / / - f lux and the fluxes corresponding to the twisting 
of the internal space are referred to as the geometric fluxes [41, 44, 74]. 
Shelton, Taylor and Wecht [74] then take the Scherk-Schwarz reduction of 
string theory on twisted tori one step further by including compactifications on 
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spaces which cannot be described geometrically. In their constructions additional 
algebraic structures are introduced to be included on a given string background 
which results in the string background no longer describing a manifold. These 
algebraic structures are referred to as the non-geometric fluxes. The non-
geometric fluxes, labeled g"''^  and r"'"^, appeared naturally by T-dualizing the 
original internal manifold. As a result, Shelton, Taylor and Wecht proposed the 
following T-duality rule 
h I f 1 f « t , n"'' ( 1 "•abc ^ ^ Jbc ^ ^ 1 c ^ ^ ' 5 
where a, b, c denote the indices of the coordinates on the internal space. 
It turns out that the brackets on the gauge algebras of the reduced theory 
simply correspond to the Courant bracket on the invariant sections of the gen-
eralized tangent space TE ® T*E when restricted on T. And the non-geometric 
fluxes q"''^  and r"'"' simply corresponds to the fluxes and F(o)a6c introduced 
by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6] for the global T-duality. 
This Chapter is organized as follows: In Section 7.2 we review the basic idea 
of Scherk-Schwarz reduction and the gauge algebra of the reduced theory when 
the internal space is a flat torus. In Section 7.3, we follow Kaloper and Myers' 
generalization of Scherk-Schwarz reduction to the case when the internal space is 
a twisted torus. Section 7.4 reviews the idea of non-geometric compactification 
proposed by Shelton, Taylor and Wecht [74]. In Section 7.5 we show how to 
obtain the full gauge algebra which is invariant under T-duality, while in Section 
7.6 we show that the non-geometric fluxes introduced by Shelton, Taylor and 
Wecht are related to the fluxes F(i) and F(o) introduced previously in Chapter 5. 
This Chapter is collaborative work with Bouwknegt and Garretson [11]. 
7.2 Scherk-Schwarz reduction and gauge alge-
bra 
Let us consider & D + d = 10-dimensional string theory compactified on a d-
dimensional internal manifold T which gives rise to a D-dimensional string theory 
on the manifold M. Let y" (a = l , . . . , ( i ) be coordinates on T and {fi = 
1,..., D) be coordinates on M. 
The Scherk-Schwarz reduction [69] of a string theory on a n-torus T" gives a 
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decomposition of the metric g, the 5-field b and the gauge fields as follows 
= (gA^) + gabAlA^dx^ ® dx-" + g,,{x)Aldy'' ® dx'' + gab{x)Aldx^ ® dy' 
+gab{x)dy'' ® dy\ 
= + b , , { x )A l + h , , { x , y ) A ; A l ) d x ^ A dx^ 
+ {b^a{x) + habA^ - A dy'^ + A dy\ (7.2.1) 
where = dy" + A^dx^" and Aldx^" are Kaluza-Klein fields. 
Similarly, a p-form gauge potential V decomposes as 
^ = (^P) + V(p-l)a A + A A ^^ + . . . . (7.2.2) 
Let us organize the 5-field b in (7.2.1) as 
b^. = + 2b^a{x)Al + b,i,ix, y)AlAl 
h^a = h^a{x) + ^bab{x,y)A'l - hba{x,y)A^^, 
bab = bab{x,y). (7.2.3) 
Similarly, we organize the metric g terms in (7.2.1) as 
= + gabAlAl, 
gau = gab{x)Al, 
gab = gab{x). (7.2.4) 
One can introduce the flux h^ bc and decompose bab{x,y) by including an exphcit 
dependence on the coordinate y as follows 
bab{x, y) = bab{x) + habcy"- (7.2.5) 
By introducing the flux habc, the fields Af arise from the metric and the i3-field 
transform under two types of reduced gauge transformations [44]: 
(1) Kalb-Ramond gauge transformations with gauge algebra A :^ 
Let be a basis of non-vanishing one-forms on the internal space. The B-field 
b has a one-form gauge symmetry in the original 10-dimensional theory given by 
a one-form A: 
b-^b' = b + dh, K = \a^; + Kdx\ (7.2.6) 
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If we set Xi = 0, an explicit computation shows that the reduced two form 5-field 
transforms according to 
'^na = /^ua + df^ Xa, 
= + (7.2.7) 
where F^^" = d^A^ - d^A^ is the field strength of A'^ . 
(2) Kaluza-Klein gauge transformations with gauge algebra 
The forms dy°' transform under spacetime diffeomorphism according to dy" ^ 
dy'"- = dy'^ + dui'^. In order to ensure the invariance of the internal space d-
bein, i.e dy'^ + A^^dx^ —> dy'"' + A'^^dx^ is invariant, yl^ transforms under Kaluza-
Klein transformation according to A^^ A'^ = A'^^ — d^^uj". While the fi-field h 
transforms according to 
b'^a = + habc^^Al, 
Kb = ^ab + Kbc^", 
b'^ . = Ku + KuaUj" + SKbcUJ^A'^ Al, (7.2.8) 
where h^ ^^ a = d/ibua — di^ b^ a is the field strength of 
Those fields that are not listed above are invariant under the corresponding 
transformations. 
Let X"- be generators of the Kalb-Ramond gauge transformation and Za be 
generators of the Kaluza-Klein gauge transformation. 
The generators Za and X"- satisfy 
[Za, Zb] — A^f^^Zc + BabcX", 
[X\ X''] = E^'^'Z^ + (7.2.9) 
where A. B, C, D, E and F are some structure constants to be determined. 
To find these structure constants, let us consider the successive application 
of the Kalb-Ramond and the Kaluza-Klein gauge transformations. Let gi = 
Qia^ Za g^ j^ j — gi/Ji.a "^ i^ g gauge transformations corresponding to the Kalb-
Ramond and the Kaluza-Klein gauge transformations with and (3a the gauge 
transformation parameters, respectively. 
Now computing the forms gig2 — g^Qi, Qih^ ~ h2gi and hih2 - h2hi, and 
comparing the products with the corresponding successive gauge transformations 
given by (7.2.7) and (7.2.8), we obtain the structure constants in (7.2.9) 
Babe = habc, otherwise 0. (7.2.10) 
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Thus the gauge algebra becomes 
.^aj Zh] = habc^'^, 
Za,X^] = [X\X'']=0. (7.2.11) 
7.3 Gauge algebra on a twisted torus 
In the previous section, the 10-dimensional string theory is compactified on the 
fiat n-torus with coordinates In this section, we wiU consider the case when 
the internal space T is not restricted to be homeomorphic to fibred torus T", but 
a space called the twisted torus. 
To illustrate the idea of a twisted torus, let us first consider an example of a 
twisted three-torus T provided in [43 . 
Consider string theory compatified on T^ with non-trivial //-flux. Let (y^ y^) 
be coordinates on T^, each with period 1. We start with a metric and //-flux 
(which corresponds to hi23 = k m the previous notation) given by 
g = {dy'f + {dy'f + {dy')\ H = kdy' A dy' A dy\ (7.3.1) 
This metric has symmetry ^ (y^ + l,y^.y^) ^ (y\y^ + l,y^) ^ 
-I- 1). If we then choose a local gauge H = db, with b = ky^dy^ A dy'^, 
we can do a T-duality transformation on the y^  or y^ coordinate. Performing 
T-duality transformation on the y^-direction, the Buscher rules (3.2.9) give us 
g = {dy' - ky'dy'f + {dy'f + {dy')\ b = 0{=H = 0). (7.3.2) 
The dual metric g has symmetry (y\y^.y^) ^ (y^ -I- -)- 1) ^ (y^ -I-
The shift of dy^ by ky^zdy in the metric turns T^ into a twisted three-torus. 
The twisted three-torus is a manifold. The T-duality transformation mixes 
the metric and the /5-field b by an SL{2,Z) e 0(2, 2;Z) transformation which is 
characterized by A: G Z. 
To generalize the above construction to twisted d-torus T, let be a basis of 
one-forms on T defined by a vielbein which is related to coordinate twisting 
of y-
C = cy\{y)dy\ (7.3.3) 
The inverse of the above map is 
dy" = (7.3.4) 
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where is the inverse of cr"^ . 
The generators Za of the Kaluza-Klein gauge transformation are the KiUing 
vector fields generating the spacetime isometry of the internal space, and are dual 
to the basis one-forms . The Killing vector fields can be expressed as 
^a = o ' d h , (7.3.5) 
where db = 
The Killing vector fields Za must satisfy 
= (7.3.6) 
where are some structure constants. 
Let us include the flux by a shifting of dy" via 
dy'^  dy^ - h^'^y'dy'^. (7.3.7) 
Thus the components of the metric g and B-field b in (7.2.1) now decompose as: 
11 Ab = + QabAlA^, 
g^b = gab{x)Al-gad{x)fjA1y', 
gab = gab{x,y)- gad[x)Sjy^. {121 
and 
b^u = + b^a{x)Al + ~bab{x,y)AlAl 
b,a = b,a{x) + hab{x,y)A';^ - - - b , , { x , y ) A l f J y \ 
hab = hab{x, y) - y)fbeV ' \bdb{x, y ) f j y ^ . (7.3.9) 
Therefore by including the flux which is related to the twisting, the gauge 
transformations (7.2.7) and (7.2.8) that appeared in the previous section are now 
generalized as follows [44]: 
(1) Kalb-Ramond gauge transformations with gauge algebra AQ 
b'abi^) = bab - fab'^c, 
= + + (7.3.10) 
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(2) Kaluza-Klein gauge transformations with gauge algebra 
= (7.3.11) 
= b , a { x ) + K k c O j ' A l + f ^ . ' ^ J h , , + 
K u i ' ^ ) = + - S h a b c U J ^ A l A l - + 0 { c o ' ) . 
Those fields that are not listed above are invariant under the corresponding trans-
formations. 
Following the procedure in the previous section by applying successive gauge 
transformations, the structure constants in (7.2.9) are found to be 
= = Babc = K b c . . otherwise 0. (7.3.12) 
Thus the gauge algebras Z^ and satisfy 
[ Z a , Zh] = fab'^Zc + habcX'^, 
(7.3.13) 
These brackets define a Lie algebra if we further require the following condi-
tions on h's and / ' s : 
fab'^fdc'^ + fbc'^fda'' + fca'^fdb^ — 0' 
fab'^^dce + fce'^hadb + f b ^ K a e + fae'^^cbd + fca'^h^be + fbe'^^acd = 0 . 
7.4 Non-geometric flux compactification 
First, let us recall the twisted three-torus example in Section 7.3. Denoting 
= k, the shift of dy^ by /aa^y^c??/^  in the metric (7.3.2) turns T^ into a 
twisted three-torus. These fluxes /jg^ € Z are referred to as geometric fluxes 
since they characterize twisting of the coordinates. As a result, T-dualizing on 
the y^ direction takes: 
^ 1 2 3 ^ / 2 3 ' - (7.4.1) 
If we further perform another T-duality on the y^ direction, the Buscher rules 
give us 
^ ; { { d y ' r + { d f r ) + { d y r , (7.4.2) 
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Although the metric g and 5-f ield b are defined locally, the string background 
with such g and b is globally not a manifold. The T-duality transformation mixes 
the metric and the 5-f ield by a 5 L ( 2 , Z ) G 0 ( 2 , 2; Z ) transformation which is 
characterized by = /c G Z , and q is called a non-geometric flux. Thus 
T-duality takes 
(7.4.3) 
For general twisted d-torus, Shelton, Taylor and Wecht [74] proposed the 
following T-duality transformation rules for non-geometric fluxes: 
habc " Ac" " q^'c " (7.4.4) 
where habc corresponds to the NS-NS if- f lux with three legs in the internal space, 
is the geometric flux corresponding to coordinate twisting, and q"-''^  and 
are both non-geometric fluxes. 
7.5 Full gauge algebra under T-duality 
Recall that in the previous sections 7.2 and 7.3, the gauge algebra Za associated 
with the Kaluza-Klein gauge transformations (7.3.11) is the generator of the 
spacetime isometry on the internal space, which corresponds to Killing vector 
fields on the internal space T. Since the gauge algebra associated with the 
Kalb-Ramond gauge transformations (7.3.10) is the generator corresponding to 
the one-form gauge symmetry of the B-field, thus correspond to the one-form 
A = and can be associated with the one-form basis on the internal space 
T. 
Thus Za and can be viewed as gauge algebras corresponding to invariant 
vector fields and invariant one-form on the internal space T. 
Let E be a T-bundle over M . Recall in Chapter 5, the T-duality map ip inter-
changes the invariant vector fields and the invariant one-forms on the invariant 
section of TE®T*E. Thus we expect in the a-th coordinate on the internal space 
T, Za under the T-duality transformation. 
For T a twisted d-torus, the gauge algebras Za and X"' satisfy 
Za: Zi^ = fab'^Zc habcX^^ 
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where habc is the component of the //-flux on T, while f^f^" comes from the twisting 
of the coordinates on T. 
Now, applying the T-duality transformation to the above set of brackets, we 
obtain 
[^a, Zb] = 0. 
where q''^ is the flux T-dual to f^f^" and r"'"' is the flux T-dual to habc-
Thus for the algebras to be closed under T-duality, we need to modify the 
brackets (7.3.13) by including the T-dual fluxes q"^ ^ and i.e. 
[ Z a , Zb] — f a b ' ^ ^ c + "abc^ 1 
and the fluxes are related via T-duality as 
ab Kbc " 
(7.5.1) 
(7.5.2) 
Next, we show that the brackets (7.5.1) on Za and correspond to a Courant 
bracket on the generalized space of T. 
Let us first introduce a basis {va} of vector field on T and a dual basis {it;®} 
of one-forms on T. Here we have introduced the notation Va{f) = da{f), while 
the dual basis of one-forms are defined by 
w ' i v b ) = i^.w'^ = 61 
then tf" satisfies 
1 
T 
d w " = ^ f b c ^ w ^ A w " . 
The Lie bracket between vector fields in this case is given by 
[Va^Vb] = fab^Uc, 
while the bracket on is given by 
(7.5.3) 
(7.5.4) 
(7.5.5) 
(7.5.6) 
where 
' J 7 
is defined by (5.4.12). 
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Recall in Section 5.4, the Dorfmann bracket on the generalized space can be 
defined in terms of proto-bialgebroid structures 6 = n + j + + given by (5.4.1). 
The Dorfmann brackets are given as follows: 
O = + 
X10E2 = -is.d^Xr + 
El 0X2 = Cl^X2 -
El 0^2 = + H^l^ E2<^ , (7.5.7) 
where X G r(TT) and H € r(T*T). c?^  and d^ are the quasi-differentials defined 
by (5.4.7) while C^ = d^ix + ixd^ and CI = d^i-= + i^d^. 
On the basis {fa} and {w"}, the Dorfmann bracket becomes 
Va°Vb = K , -Wfe] + tva^v.-^l^ = fab^'^c + i^abcW", 
w'' O Vb = ClaVb - ly.d^w" = -
w^ow^ = [w" .w% + i^ai^,^ = + (7.5.8) 
Anti-symmetrizing the above Dorfmann bracket, we obtain the Courant brack-
ets on Va and w°- as 
Va,Vb} = fab^Vc + '^IJabcW'', 
= + (7.5.9) 
Thus comparing the charges of algebras in (7.5.1) with (7.5.9), we identify the 
charges /'^ atc, r"''^) of (7.5.1) with (A^^ of (7.5.9). 
7.6 Global T-duality and non-geometric flux com-
pactification 
In this section we relate the non-geometric flux compactification with the global 
T-duality discussed previously in Chapter 5. 
Let E be the target manifold of a 10-dimensional cr-model compactified on a 
d-dimensional internal space T over a manifold M. Let us re-define coordinates 
on the internal manifold T. Let y® (z = 1 , . . . , c?) be the coordinates on T and we 
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choose from T n-coordinates y" (1, . . . , n) to carry out T-duality transformations 
and denote the rest as y'^ = n + 1, . . . , d). 
Recall in Chapter 5 that T-duality exchanges the role of invariant vector fields 
with invariant one-forms on the generalized tangent space TE (BT*E via the T-
duality map Lp defined by (5.3.4). As remarked in the previous section, this is 
equivalent to the exchange between Za and X". 
Now, recall that the generalized Courant bracket on invariant sections of TE® 
T*E given in Section 5.3.2 is 
/l.a; /2,a; 6 , 92)h,F = ([^l, X2], (7.6.1) 
(2:1/2,0 - 2:2/1,0) + «xix2-^ (2)a + 52^ X1-^ (l)afc " - 5l9'2-^ (0)a6c; 
- C^.^i) - - ^X26) + + 
-9lglF(l)ai, + \{dh,ag2 + f2,adgt " fl,adg'2 " df2,agt).^l{92) 
where x and ^ are invariant vector fields and one-forms on M, and fa and 
correspond to invariant vector fields and one-form, taking the value Za and 
respectively. 
The generalized Courant bracket (7.6.1) on a basis of vector fields Va and 
one-forms w'^  decomposes as 
= (7.6.2) 
where //(,) G r{/\^T*T) has (3 — z)-legs in the T-duality coordinates and 
F(,) e T{A'T*T e A^-'TT) has ah three legs in the T-duality coordinates. 
Then let us decompose the brackets (7.5.1) in terms of coordinates of y' and 
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y" as follows: 
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Zfj., Za] = /^a Zb + t^a"Zy + 
Z,] = + + + 
X^] = f J X ^ + - - q \ Z , . bn (7.6.3) 
Comparing (7.6.1) and (7.6.3) gives us the following correspondence between 
the charges of the algebra (7.6.3) and the fluxes: 
Kbn = Vb, v^), habc = Vb, V^), 
otherwise 0. (7.6.4) 
Thus the gauge algebras (7.6.3) become 
[Z^, Zi,] = h^yaX"" + h^^^X'^, 
Z^i, Za\ = h^abX^ + hfj^auX", 
[Za, = habf^X'^ + habcX'^, 
(7.6.5) 
Therefore the charges {fab'^,q c „ab „abc c , habc) appear in (7.4.4) are in correspon-
dence with the fluxes {F(^ 2)a, -P'cijab, -f"(o)afcc, H^^ )^ coming from the global T-duality. 
These brackets are invariant under T-duality transformation. Let tp : X°- ^ 
Za be a T-duality map, and consider the T-duality map tp as a homomorphism 
of the gauge algebras, i.e. ^ [ Z „ Z j ] = [if{Z,),ip{Zj)], = [^p{Zi),ip{X^)] 
and Lp[X\X^] = implies the following T-duality transformation 
between the charges: 
h^^^ ^ h^^y, ha^u ^ ff,^" Kbt, ^ q"'^-, habc ^ (7.6.6) 
This transformation rule can be rewritten in terms of / / ' s and F's using the 
correspondence (7.6.4), as a result, T-duality changes the fluxes according to 
T ( U TJO. uab Tj 
{H{3), F(^2)a, F^i)ab, F(^o)abc)- (7.6.7) 
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This agrees with the global T-duality discussed previously in Chapter 5. 
As a conclusion, the non-geometric flux transformation rule (7.4.4) proposed 
by Shelton, Taylor and Wecht [74] is a particular example of the global T-duality 
transformation rules introduced by Bouwknegt, Evslin and Mathai [6] when con-
sidering T-duality transformation in one coordinate at a time. 
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